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FOREWORD

Supervision at its best is an art that can release teachers'.
initiative;Vesponsibility, creath ity, internal commitment, and moti-
vation. This is the theme of the four writers whose papers you'are_z
about to read. These are authors who can look at the current super=
vision scene in perspective and thoughtfully and

to
come

to a general consensus on underlying principles to be advocated for
supervision.

Perhaps this book is a bit ahead of the times; a harbinger of a
person-oriented post industrial society. Super% ision in schools just
now seems hung up on interpretations of accountability that demand
carefully measured producth ity or on human relations facades that
detract from the human capacity for greatness.

Present supervisory practices, says Sergiovanni, are based on
theories of super% ision that share a lack of faith and trust in the.
teacher's ability and willingness to display as much interest in the
welfare of the school as that presumed by administrators and super-
visors. Yet e% cry thing that is done in constructing an educational
program comes to its moment of truth when the teacher begins to
teach, as Rubin makes so clear.

To release greatness in teachers, what new roles and responsi-
bilities are suggested here for supery isors? This book is packed with

'ideas for releasing greatness in supervisors so that they, in turn, can
find their way into a 6,11e-oriented role designed for the improve-
ment of instruction and the dev eloprnent of internal commitment
and motivation in teachers.
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uu i'l(01 ESSIONAL SUPEIMSION FOR PROFESSIONAL I-EACIIERS

nom this analysis of present supervisory practices and their
shun temnings, Seigiovatmi moy es to a proposal for a more positive
alteinative. Rubin's professional gam th mok!, Manolakes'
ady ism system pox idc fun poetical applications of neyv approaches
to supervision.

The management influence on supervision is described b)
.and he helps us sort out misapplications of management

them% to supyy ision, xyhile elaiifying the proper use of goal-setting
urd diseussing 'fey. kilns of.cyaluation compatible \%ith supervisory
techniques that rail release human mpacities.

It is Nvith pride that I commend to Von this bdok for careful
study and'iefleCtion if you hays professional iesponsibilities for the
snpervision of other educators.

CLENYS G. UNROLL President, 1974-5
Association for Supervision and

CurrieIlium Development
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INTROQUCTON:

Beyond Human Relations

Thoft)as J. Sergiovanni,

This publication is concerned with the question: What kind
of "supervision for today's teachers? Supervision is a neglected art
in need of revival. Conditidns.are such that improvements in educa-
tion will increasingly depend-upon more fully using and improving
the human resources prese"ntly available to schools rattier than upon
introducing substantial' new human, material, and economic re-
sources. Supervision Can play a key role in this effort, butwe cannot
permit supervision to emerge with prominence in its old forms.
Supervisors lack the necessary theoretical potency and' practical
power to do the job required in the years ahead. For the most part
they rely on images of teachers which are inadequate.

Three Former Images of Supervision

Present supervisory practices it pschools are based on one, or a
combination, of three general supervisor) them iestraditional scien-
tific management; human relations, and neo-seientifie management.
Traditional scientific management represents the classical-autocratic
philosophy of supervision where teachers are viewed as appendages
of management and 4s such are hired to carry out prespeeified
duties in accordance with the wishes of management. Control,
accountability, and efficieucti are emphasized in an atmosphere of
clear-cut boss-subordinate relationships. Vestiges of this brand of
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stipci,ision wil still he 11)1111(1 in schools, though ht and large tiadi-
tional scientifie management is not currently ill favor.

1111111.ln I l'Iati011'S sSI11)(41 V 151011 11.1S its 01 igins ii. till deniociatie

adminislialion Itimutlictil .RI orated .ii I till 3" .old %till " idd \
liftal I It'll and pi,,it ticed. 1 Inman ielations supercision was a sue-
cessfid cliallengei to tiaditional scientific management. Teachers
wl'IZ' to 11.' 'Vit. \\ l'll as \\'1101( pl'Ople.. ill their own right lather t11.111
as packages of lit'eded eneig skills, aiid aptitudes to be used b
-adiiiinistiatois and supercisots. Siipeicisois woiked to cieate a
feeling of satisfac tion among teacheis l) showing inteiest in thelll
aS people. I t \\ as proclaimed that a satisfied staff would work
Lucie' and would be easier to woik with, to lead, and to control.
Paiticipation was to he an inipoitant method and its objective \N as
to make teachers feel that the\ are useful and important to the
school. P.Isonal feelings, peiniissicenessmd participation were
the watchwords of human relations.

Human relations supeicision is still which, adwcated and
practiced todac, though its suppoit has diminished. Human ielations
pionlised much but I lic.e.. (led little. Its ploblems rest paith with
itiisuncleistandings as to how the apploach should work and partly
w ith lank\ theoletical notions inheient in the approach itself. The
inoc &molt actualk resulted ill w idespi cad neglect of teachers.
Pal tic ipat01 \ SlIpt'l \ ISilil I bCCallt.' [WI IlliSSI \ e super\ ision which ill
pi al tit..(' \\ as laissez -fail c' super\ ision. Fin tiler, the focus of human
I Clat101 IS SIIIR:1 \ iSi011 \\ .IS and still is all emphasis on "winning
fliends- ill .111 at tC1111)t to illiilli'lleV people. To itian, "winning
blends" V. as a slick tactic w hich cast the 'flocculent into a maiiipida-

!'stive light as I-wino. inauthentic, even dishonest, ..':-, :-,

hi 1967 the Association for Supervision and Cain icidnin 1)e el-
opment's Commission on Stye' ision Theoic concluded its four
v ems of studs with a 1 Cp01 t t'lltitit'll StipC/ L'iSitI. Perspectites aml
Puiposilums,' In tins It:IR/It \VII hall) 111C10 diSCIISSed Sc' t-i-fit' Ian'
.1(4'1111:1 It and liiiiiiduaLlations. iews of suing ision and spoke of a

i tliild c kw --that of the I C\ isionists w hick sought to combine features
of both scientific management and 'human relations. Standard-

' 1111am Limo, edIto1. Supt./Nairn'. Perspeclites and hopositions.
D.C Assok 1,11tol, Lit Supc15 1,1011 and Cutl it. ilium Do clopillut,

'1967.

C\



0INTRoDucrioN. BEVOND HUMAN BELATIONS 3

bearers of the rey isionists were the writings of Douglas NIcCregor,
Warren Bennis, Chris Argyris, and Bemis Likert,2

If ;'.ver a misunderstanding existed between theory and prac-
tice, the revisionist movement would he a prominent example. This
was largely a paper movement which in practice rattly amounted
to much more than a more sophisticated form of human relations.
What the revisionist writers intended was never really understood
by many or ftropek implemented on a wide scale. Whereas the
earlier human relations put the' eMphasis on the teachers' social-.
interaction needs and physical comfort, the revisionisi view, was
articulated as a superficial attempt to make teachers feel ,a part of
the school primarily through relatis ely controlled or safe participa-
tion practices. To old human relations add one part participation
and stir well. Nothing important seemed really changed. The ideas
of the revisionists are still important, I' think, and if properly under-
stood and implemented ibex caJa,lead, tts away from our present
inadequackis in supervisory practice.

Neo-sei6ntific nianag&wit, the most recently taitrenc le( image
of superOsion, is in large part a reaction yainst human relations
supervision, particularly its neglect-qrthe teacher irk the classroom.
Neo-scientific managemcnt-sles ss ith traditional scientific man-
agement an interest irrrontrol, accountability, and efficiency. The
code yv,;(2cisr riiovement ale teacher competencies, performance
0 jectves, and cpst-benetit analysis. The task,diMension, concern
fo'r job, and concern for highly specified performance objectives, all
so lacking in human relations supers strongly emphasized
in neo-scientific management though often at the expense of the
human dimension. Neo-scientific' management relics heavily on.
externally imposed authority and as.a result oftenlack acceptance
front teachers. .

, '''' ,

Each of the three images of supervision shares a lack-of faith
and trtst in1W teacher's ability and 's illiuguess to display as much

I)ouglas MeGlettO 0 'Kw human Side of Enterprise. New York:
NleGraw-1101 Book Comp, ny, 1960, Wanen Bennis. "1kisionist Theory of
Leadeislop," //anon/ Business Retiew :39 (2): 20.38; 1961; Clots Argyris.
Personality and Organization. Ness York. Roper aild 13rothers,' 1957; and
Bemis Liked. .V( n Path ins of Management. I'm Yolk: MK:law-Hill Book
Company, 1961.'

a-'
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intclust iiI the, welfale of the school and its educational programs
as that picsunied b% admiluishatois and super% isms. In traditional

!dal( tcaclici ale licavil% supeivised in an effort
to ensuie fun achninistiatuns and supervisors that good 'teaching
would take place. lu human ielations supervision, teachers are
maul( d and iu%ull ed in: (lofts to inci ease their job satisfaction
so that the' might be mole pliarile in the hands of administrators
and supcivisots, thus (limning that good teaching w ill take place.
In neo-scientific inanagellieut, impersuinal, technical, or rational
control mechanisms substitute for ifaceTto -facw, close super% ision.
Ulric it is assumed that it visible standards of puiformance, objec-
ti% l'5, or, unlipetencies can be identitied, then the work of teachers
Can, be conholled b% holding them a:Countable to these standards,
thnA (limning fun administiatois and stye' isors better teaching.

\u.:% hull% adequate iu the first place, each of the three images
of sigh I%Ision is be comillg inadegiiare. True, the goals
and tasks of sup( visun s laigel unchanged. Sr,wer% ision con-
tintics to In .1 Lhalige-on i( lited role designed foi the impro% current
of instinction and the le%elopment of teachers. Butt, the setting
within which sitpei%ision takes place has changed markedly.

Teacher Entrenchment

The 70's mark aliew era of concern with -egard to job satis-
)

lac Om cvf teachers. e p)e' iousl% schools were concerned with
decreasing teacher tuinov 01 inci easing letention rates, thc-con-
Lel now is foi o er c Maim' and a lack of mobilit% among teachers.

We are tow in a period of entrenchment, of teacher surplus,
of dt (lining student unkollindlits, alai of economic slowdown. Stu-
ds rt mullu.ants ale dow n rsticallv in elemental.% schools and
arc duclihing in sccondal% schools. Bil dilates continue to be down
and theitfole this tit:lid-will continue for souse. time. Good teaching
jobs Nre alicad% difficult to find and teachers will be incr.casingl)
le?s likel% to turn over once they obtain employment.

'e Though- smile mat consider lo(v teacher, turnovc as ca

blvssing, it actun.II% poses a number of problems which 'f not
resoked can has e ,t,ftave consequences for the school.
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Teachers who are dissatisfied with their jobs are now less
likely to leave. reasons for staving al:e too important.

Teachers who would like to turn over but ain't are staving
on the job for the wrong reasons.

Large numbers of teachers \s110 are on the job for the wrong
reaso,ns call have, sericmsidyerse effect:, on the school and its
students.

By and laige the teachers e hay e now are the teachers we will
haye in the Years to tome. It is wishful' thinking to assume that
schools will improve or that changes will be accepted more readilV

itifusion of substantial "new blood" into the schools. Improve-
ments umst be. made IvCrelying on the teachers we now have. Thus
keeping teachers in effective ser% ice as interested, growing, and

;highly motivated inch% ideals becomes a prime focus of supervision.
Schools are basically comprised of teachers and students and

this makes them labor intensiy e organizations. Ours is not a
technically oriented field largely dependent upon automated equip-
mew, Indeed four nut of Ike dollars spent in education wind up
in the pockets of teachers, hot in equipment, buildings, or materials.
When we think of teaching as an occupation we think of teachers,
Over, two million of them. Few other fields can match this labor
intensive record. Further, schools are organized so that teachers
have wide discretion. Indeed discretion actikally increases as one
movesdown the educatimol hierarchy into the classroom. The less
visible one's job is to other adults, fhe more discretion he or she has.
Teachers can behave prettY nic:11 as dim wish providing that the
direction activities thev thtiose to undertako pr ignore arc not
intordep, ndent with the work of others and providing that the)'
do not noticeably violate accepted precepts of normative or orga-
niational order.

ImpliCations for Supeivision

'Ike labor intensive natfre of teaching Combined with a period
of stability in teacher retention-turnoYer provide a setting
requires a new .emphasis supervision. SuPervisors, for example,
will find that most situations they face force them to operate more
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as change facilitators than as direct agents of change. For many
changes, mere teacher acceptanceev en cooperationN% ill not do if
they are to be snecessifillv implemented. Schools are primarily
holding companies foi people, not so much structures in and
of themselv es. Change in education usually means change ill teach-
ers. Buildings, schedules, materials, cuniculum formats, and other
changes should not be ignored but need to be considered in per-
spectiv e w ith relationship to change in teachers. In Sizer's words,
"Ain theory of school reform must .tart with teachers. they control
the b\ stem. Subtle matterstheir self-steem, pride, loyalty, corn-

1,nitmentare crucial." 3
1n-the final analysis it is what the teacher decides to do day by

day studcntslifthe-classroom that really matters and this daily
encounter needs to be the focus of` change. If we fail to reach this
(lath eucuuutel, we have dealt only with 'structnratchange b'-t not

TsiT1-07no change.Thellool has w ide experience with struatital
change. Team teaching, modular scheduling, open space, differ-
entiated staffing, multiunit-ICE, packaged teaching materials, in-
formal education, ind open campus plans are examples of structural
changes. Such changes often 'seem widespread to the casual
obsen er. But, for those who examine the school carefully it seems
that, although structural arrangements of the Classroom and school
maN lime changed dramatically, teachers and administrators usually
have not. The% ,may still see students the same way, they may stillaway

be working under the same assumptions, and for all intents and
purposes their behav for and their effect on students may vary little
from previous modes. We have been fairly successful in implement-
ing structural changes in schools but not internalized changes and as
a consequence we have gained little in the process. Internalized
changes, on the other hand, hav e the capacity' to reach the school
N% here it countsin what teachers belies e and how they behave.

Staff stability and teacher entrenchment pose similar problems
for supervisors. Teaching is boring work for many teachers. Routine,
dull, monotonous, or flat may be more appropriate descriptors. It is,
of course, unfair to characterize all teachers this way,, for so many
are hardworl:ing, committed, aid dedicated. NeN ertheless, for large

1 Theodore Sizer. "Educational Reform. Speculation from Retrospec-
tion." Notre Dame Journal of 4 (1): 52; 1973.
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numbers of teachers, teaching is boring to them and to their stu-
dents. The zip and excitement are gone but the teachers stay. The
evidence is mounting that significant changes in school effectiveness
will not come about as a result of increasing salaries of teachers,
decreasing class size, introducing new teaching materials, beefing up
the academie training or certification credentials of teachers, reduc-
ing the work load, introducing clerical assistants, using performance
contracts, and the like.' These all contribute a certain amount to
effectiveness but their potencx cannot conipare with powerful social-
psychological factors such as internal commitment and motivation
to work. The highly motivated teacher must become a high priority
concern of supervisors. Simply stated, quality education and effec-
tive schools are primarily a function of competent administrators,
supervisors, and teachers w ho are internally committed and moti-
vated to vvork.5

Identity, Commitment, and motivation to work then are the
ingredients needed in any approach-to-supervision. This monograph
proposes and describes a professional approach to supervision the
conttihoors believe to be particularly suited to today's professional
teacher. TeacTuFts-need, desire, and desert e more than a supetvlsolly
rclationdiip- which_ eoncerned baimony,. socialneeds; and
pleasant working conditkiii-c.-- The_human dimension is notaban-

"cloned in the approach wedescribe lnit rather it is-elevACCI to a
new level of understanding and importance, one more befitting the
professional teacher. The task dimension, with its emphasis on
objectives and aceountabilitx, is not abandoned either but is con-.
ceptualized as an integnil part of the design for supervision. The
first chapter explores principles and concepts basic to a human
resources approach to supers ision as an alternative to the human
relations approach.

Louis Rubin, in the second chapter, examines the supervisor's
role in relation to staff development. Staff de% elopment is a crucial

4 See, for maniple. hederick Mosteller and Daniel P. Moynihan, editors.
On.Equality of Educational Opportunity. Paper.s Deriving from the Harvard
University Faculty Seminar on the Coleman Report. New Yolk: Random -
House, Inc.., 1972.

5 See, for maniple. Rensis Likert. Time Human Organization: Its Man-
agement and Value. New York. McCraw-Hill Book Company, 1967.

-a
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`task fo the human c:sonc:es super\ ism and Professor Rubin brings
:.ignificat insights and undeistanding to this focus. Professor Rubin,
presently a ine4e of the "Center fo the Stud) of Continuing and
Professional Education at the Univ ersity of Illinois, Urbana, has
wide experience in education as a professor, educational dev eloper,
and paetitioner. Ile has an outstanding record of practice and
scholarsliip associated w it human lesourees, supervision, and staff
development 'and is editor of /procing In-Service Education:
Proposals and Procedures for Change (Boston. Allyn and Bacon,
Inc., 1974

In the third chapter, Theodore Manolakes describes and
analyzes the ads isory sy stem of supervision as a possible example
of human resources-supervision. Professor Manolakes is in the De-
partment of Elementan and Early Childhoed Education at the
University of Illinois, Urbana, and writes with firsthand experience
of ad\ isor\ super\ ision both in the United States and Britain.
Professor Manolakes was a codirector of an advisory training pro-
gram at the Universitv of Illinois and directs a cooperative teacher
education program with the University of Bristol, England.

In the final chapter Ernest House examines human resources
super\ ision and its relationship to accountability and evaluation.
Professor House is no stanger to the topic of accountability and
evaluation, ha\ ing-reeetiv completed a statewide study of Michi-
gan's aecouatability system. Lie isr.editor -of School Evaluation;
Politics and Process (Berkeley, California. McCutchan Publishing

.

Corporation, 1973) and has authored numerous articles on this
topic. Professor house is a member of 'the faculty of Educational
Administration and Supervision at the University of Illinois, Urbana,
and is on the staff of The Center for Instructional Research and
Curriculum E'valuation at that University.



Human Resources Supervision

Thomas J. Sergiovanni

A number of factors help determine ways in which supervisory
behavior in schools is expressed. The supervisor's past experiences,
personal Idiosyncrasies, system of values, and beliefs are examples.
These, in turn, are expressed in the form of a set of assumptions or a
private theory which the supervisor holds for people with whom he
or she works.

WhenOne thinks of supervisory assumptions and how they
=4:contribute to supervisory behavior, the name Douglas McGregor

often comes to mind. McGregor is a household word among admin-
istrators and supervisors and his well-known theories X and Y are
now thoroughly enshrined in the writings and conversations of
supervisors. It seems that the more well-known a set of ideas is in
our field, the less understood it becomes. McGregor's ideas are a
-good:ease .in,point. Theory X,-for example, is only understood as a
rather autocratic approaelyto-super.visionnot unlike that associated
with scientific management. Theory Y, on the other-hanseems,not
understood at all and indeed in practice usually takes a form
similar to, albeit softer than, autocratic theory X.

Human Relations and Human Resources Assumptions

Theory X is the title given by Douglas McGregor to a set- of
assumptions supervisors have about people. This "theory" is com-
prised of several systematic and interrelated generalizations, which

9



10 PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION FOR PROFESSIONAL TEACHERS

significantly influence one's beim\ ion The assumptions basic to
theory X are as follows:

The average human being has a natural dislike of work and
will avoid it if possible.

Because of this inherent dislike of work, most people must
be persuaded, is w arded, punished, controlled, coerced, and directed
in order to get them to put forth satisfactory effort toward achieving
work goals.

The average pers'on prefers to be directed, lacki ambition,
wishes to a% oid responsibility, and wants security above all.

Theory Y is the label' given' By McGregor to a second set of
assumptions %% Ilia differ quite dramatically from those NA hich com-
prise theory X. Theory Y assumes:

That people ha\ e integrity, will work hard toward objectives
to wllicll they are committed, and will respond to self-control and
self-direction as they pursue their objectives.

The capacity to exercise a high degree of imagination,
ingenuity, and ereatiN ity in the solution of organizational problems
is widely distributed among people.

The average person under proper conditions is not only
capable of accepting, but will seek, responsibility.

Work is as natural to an adult as play .is to a child and
under proper conditions lie or she will respond.to work with similar
joy, vigor, and enthusiasm.'

What is not widely understood among supervisors is that
bolumior associated with theory X assumptions can take two forms,
hard and soft. The hard version is a no-nonsense approach charac-
terized by strong leadership, tight controls, and close supervision.
The soft approach associated with theory X relies hem ily on buying,
persuading, or winning people through good, albeit superficial,
Human relations and` bbneVolent:paternalisna so that they will be

.more compliant and accepting of direction 'kin superiors: The

I Douglas McGregor. the Human Side of Enterprise. New York:
McGraw -hill Book Company, 1960.

A' 1'4'4
1
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emphasis in both soft and hard versions is the same and focuses on
manipulating, controlling, and .nanaging people. The assumptions
which supervisors hold remain the same regardless of whether hard
or soft approaches are used.

Behavior associated with theory Y assumptions, on the other
hand, is basically developmental. Here supervisors focus on build-
ing identification of and commitment to worthwhile objectives in
the work context and upon building mutual' trust and respect in the
interpersonal context. Success in the work and interpersonal con-
texts are assumed interdependent, with important satisfactions for
individuals being achieved within the context of accomplishing
important work. The differences between theory X assumptions
and behavior of the hard or tough variety and theory Y assumptions
and behavior are easily observable and understood. Theory X-,
soft and theory 1, Itbwever, are often deceptively similar. One
should not be fooled by this similarity for soft X is readily exposed
as one probes just slightly below the surface.

The assumptions of theory X-soft underlie human relations
approaches to supervision aid those of theoyy Y characterize human
resources approaches to supervision. Confusion between human
relations and human resources is a frequent contributor to ineffec-
tiveness for supervisors. Supervisors generally agree with the
assumptions basic to theory Y, but in articulating these assumptions
in practice, the human relations model tends to be expressed.

I fuman relations and human resources models are contrasted
on three key dimensions: attitudes, the amount and kind of
participation, and expectations. This comparison is based on the
work of Raymond Miles, Mason Haire, Edwin Chiselli, and Lyman
Porter. In the human relations nri1617e-athers are treated kindly
but are not completely trusted or considered bright enough and
responsible enough to participate fully in school affairs. By treating
teachers in a kindly way it is assumed that they will become suffi-
ciently satisfied and sufficiently passive so that supervisors and
administrators can run the school with little resistance. Further, it

Raymond E. Miles. "IinmaivRelations Or Human Resources?" Harvard
Bu.sinesv Review 43 (4): 148-61. 1965; Mason Ilaiie, Edwin Chisclli, and
Lyman Porter. ,Ifanagerial Thinking: An International Study. New York:
:John 'AViley:&Soos, 4no.196.0._
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assumes the onIN concern of teachers at \-%ork is their own wolf;
and comfort.

The human resources model assumes that, in addition to per-
sonal Mare and comfort, teachers ha\ e a desire for and a need
fo'r full participation as shalt holders in the affairs of the school and
that the% are prepared to work cry hard on behalf of the school
as they haT the opportunity.

I Litman Relations Assumptions

(Theory X-soft)

With Regard to People

Human Resources Assumptions
(Theory Y)

1. People in our culture, teach-
ers among them, share a common
set of needsto .belong, to be liked,
to be respected.

2. While teachers desire
fecognition, the more im-

portantly ant to feel useful to the
school.

3. They tend to cooperate will-
ingly and comply s ith school, de-
partment, and unit goals if these
important needs are fulfilled.

1. In 'addition to sharing com-
mon needs for belonging and re-
spect, most people in our culture,
teachers among them, desire to
contribute elfatively and creatively
to the accompliShment of worth-
while objectives.

2. The majority of teachers arc
capable of exercising far more initi-
ative, responsihility, and creativity
than their present jobs or work cir-
cumstances require or allow.

3. These capabilities represent
untapped resources hich are pres-
ently being wasted.

With Regard to Participation

1. The supervisor's basic task is
to nat., each teacher beliete that
he or she is a useful- and-important
part of the team.

1"

1. The supervisor's basic task is
to create an environment in Mach
teachers can contribute their full
range of talents to the accomplish-
ment of school goals. Th, super-
visor works to uncover the creative
resources of the teachers.
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With Regard to Participation (continued)

2. The supervisor is willing to
explain his or her decisions and to
discuss teachers' objections to his
or her plans. On routine matters,
teachers are encouraged in plan-
ning and in decision making.

3. Within narrow limits, the fac-
ulty unit or individual teachers w ho
comprise the faculty unit should
be allowed to exercise self-direction
and self-control in carrying out
plans.

2. The supervisor allows and
encourages teachers to participate
in important as w ell as routine deci-
sions. In fact, the inure important a
decision is to.the school, the greater
is the supervisor's efforts to tap fac-
ulty resources.

3. Supervisors work continually
to expand the areas over which
teachers exerCise self-direction and
self-control as they develop and
demonstrate greater insight and

With Regard to Expectations

1. Wiring information with
teachers and involving them in
school decision making will Help
satisfy their bask needs for be-
longing and for individual recog-
nition.

2. Satisfying these needs will
improve teacher morale and will
reduce resistance to formal author-
ity.

1. The overall quality of deci-
sion making and performance will
improve as superviisors and teach-
ers make use of the full range of
experience, insight, and creative
ability which-exists in their schools.

2. Teachers will exercise re-
sponsible self-direction and self-
control in the accomplishment of
worthwhile objectives that they un-
derstand and have helped estab-
lish.3

Theory Y assumptions and human resources supervision will
not he appropriate for all the people with whom supervisors work.
Indeed, many teachers fit the theory X assumptions exactly and
others tend to fit some-where between theories X and Y. For these,
the human relations approach or perhaps even the hard theory X
approach might be appropriate. Most teachers, howev er, fit under

3 Adapted from Miles, op. cit., p. 153.
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theory assumptions and will lespond to human resources
supervision.'

Understanding principles of motivation. and how they affect
teachers is an important aspect of lamp' resources super\ ision.
Unlike earlier \ ICs s of 1106% ation, 1111111.111 resources supers ision
assumes that satisfaction is not a means to olltaining higher per-
formance from, teachers but .ther is an end !which teachers seek
and obtain from successful work experiences.

Understanding Motivation

A basic principle in motivation theory is that people invest of
His:nisei% es in \sok in order to obtain desired returns or rewards.
Examples of ins( stments ale time, physical energy , .oental energy,
creativity, knowledge, skill, enthusiasm, and effort. Returns or
rewards- can take a s arich of forms including money, respect, com-
fort, a sense of accomplishment, social acceptance, and security.
It is useful to categoize ex )ressions-of estment in work as being
of two types_The first type is 4 participation investment and the
second a performance investment."

The pafticipation ins estment is required of teachers and
includes all that is necessary for teachers to obtain and maintain
satisfactory membership in the school. Meeting classes, preparing
lesson plans:obtaining satisfactory es aluations from supervisors,
following sLhotil rules and egulations, attending required meetings,
bearing one's fah gliare of committee responsibility , projecting an
appropriate image to the publicin short, gis ing a fair day's work
for a fair day's pay. Teachers not willing to make the participatory
investment in work find themselves unacceptable to administrators
and other teachers. On the other hand, one cannot command

' See, fur example. liensis Liked. The Human Organization. New York:
McCr.m-Ilill Book Company, 1967, 'Frederick Herzberg, Bernard Mausner,
and Barbara Sny del man. The Mulicalion To Work. NLM Yolk. John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., 1959, M. Scott :Myers. Every Employee a Manager. New York:
McCraw-Hill Book Company, 1970.

5The discussion of theories of motisation and the motivation hygiene
theory folltms sections of Chapter 10, "Motivating Teachers I'o Work," in:
Thomas J. Sergius amii and Dal id Elliott. Educational and Organizational
Leadership in.Ekmentary Schools. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. Prentice-
Hall, Inc., I975.

r:t-4
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teachers to give mole oithemselv es, to go beyond the participatory
lux estuient. In return for the participtotv investment, teaches are
provaled with such benefits as salary, letirement provisions, fair
supervisio, good human relations, and seem it v. In a sense, we are
descibing the traditional legal wolk elationship betWeen employ er
and employee.. We can think of no great achievements that have
resulted from merely the traditional legal %%ol, relationship. Great-
ness tifis alw ays.been a result of employers and employees exceeding
the, limits of this relationship.

The performance in% estment exceeds the limits of the tradi.-
tionallegal work relationship. TIere teachers give "far more than

-- that which one can` "reasonably expect" and in return they are
provided w ith rew aids hich penult them to enjoy deep satisfaction

ith their work and themselves. When we speak of motiv qtion to
work, we speak of pro% icing incentiv es, which evoke the 'perfor-
Mance in% estment from teachers. It is important to distinguish
between the kinds of leturns oerew ar ds which e.,oke each of these
investments. One does not exceed tlw _limits of the traditional legal
work relationship I'm mote Iew anis of the same kind. One (ies not
Inn the second investment Midi mow -money , privileges, easier and
better w otkinir conditions, ,Ind ii;ioved human elationships. These

0 are impol taut incenti% es as %%e shall see, but their potency is limited.
In the next section we examine the moth, ation-hy gieneAlwory which
was de% eloped by Frederick Herzberg.' The principles of this
theory should help us to undustand better participatory investments
and performance investments at work.

The Motivation-Hygiene Theory

The following paragraphs give descriptions of important fea-
tures of the motivation:hygiene theory. These descriptions are
stated first in an attempt to sketch out the nature, scope, and
potency of the theory. Then a summary of theoretical and research
findings,;provides the origins of the theory..

There are certain conditions in work which teachers expect
to enjoy. If these conditions are present in sufficient quantity,

Herzberg et al., op. cit.
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teachers will perform old% adequatelv . If these conditions are not
presi:nt in sufficient gihintitv , teachers will be dissatisfied and work
performance will suffer.

The conditions in work which tea chers expect as part of the
traditional legal work ic'latioiisliip 5.11Ied gienic factors. Their
absence resnIts in teacher dissatisfaction and poor performance.
Their presence maintains the traditional legal work relationship
but 'does not motivate performance.

The factors which contribute to teachers' exceeding. the
traditional work relationship ale called motivators. The absence of
motivators does not result iu dissatisfaction and does not endanger
the traditional work relationship.

motivation factors and Iii giene factors are different. NIoti-.
ati011 to work is not a result of increasing 11) gienic factors.

Ihgiene factors are associated with the conditions of work
and are extrinsic in nature. Examples are money, benefits, fair
supervision, and a feeling of belonging. Motivation factors are
associated w ith ork itself, and are intrinsic in nature. Examples
are recognition, aciltiev ement, and increased responsibility.

Hygiene factor are important, for their neglect creates
problems in the work environment. The%e pioblem.s6 can result in
dissatisfaction and lowered performance., Taking care of the
hygiene factors' piterents trouble. These factors are not potent
enough, howc er, if the goal is to motivate teachers to work.

Hygiene factors meet one's 'heed to avoid unpleasantness
and hardship. Moth ation factors serve one's unique!) human need
for psychological growth.

Satisfaction at work is hot a motivator of performance,per se
but lesults from (India) performance. Supers isors should not use

.tisfaction as a method of motivating teachers, but as a goal which
teachers seek and which is best obtained through meaningful work.

Super\ isors who use job satisfaction to motivate teachers are
practicing human relations. This has not been proven to be an
&calve approach. 'Inman relations emphasize the In gienic factors.

Super. s who consider job satisfaction as a goal which
tea,,hers seek through accomplishing meaningful work and who
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focus can enhancing the meaning o work and the abilth of teachers
to accomplish this work are praetici ig human resources supervision.
Ilumail resources soperN ision emphasizes the motivation factors.

True, not all teachers can be expected' to respond to the
motivation-hygiene theory, but most can.

In summary, the theory stipulates that people at work have
two distinct sets of needs:

One set of needs is best met by hygienic factors. In exchange
for these factors, one is prepared to make the participatory invest-
mentto give a fair day:k work. If hygiene factors are neglected,
dissatisfaction occurs and one's performance on stile job decreases
below an acceptable level.

Another set of needs is best met by the motivation factors
which are not automaticalh part of the job but which can be built
into most jobs, particularly those found in, schools. In return for
the motivation factor:: teachers are prepared to make the per-
formance investment, to ex'ceed the limits or the traditional legal
work relationship. If the nibtiv ation factors are neglected, one does
not become dissatisfied, but performance does not exceed that
typically,described as a fair day's work for a fair ddy's pay.

TheMotivation-Hygiene Factors
Motivation-hygiene theory results flpin gle research of

Frederick Herzberg. The model for his research is an interview
method whereby workers are asked to describe job events associated
with satisfaction at work and job events associated with dissatisfac-
tion at work. Further, the effects of these feelings and Qvents on
one's performance at work are examined. Dozens of studies have
been conducted using this approach on a variety of workers, from
scientists to assembly-line workers, and in a number of countries.

Achievement, recognition, work itself, responsibility, and
advancement are the factors identified, by Herzberg as contributing
priniarily to satisfaction. Their absence tends not to lead to dis-
satisfaction. These are the motivators, the rewards which one seeks
in return for the performance investments.

Policy and administration, supervision, salary, interpersonal
relationships, and working conditions are the factors which Herzberg
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identifies as cola' ilniting primal ily to dissatisfaction. These are the
hygienic factors, conditions %s tick wol kers, expect . in return for a
fair day's work.

The Motivation Factors
Achievement
Recognition
Work itself
Responsibility
Advancement

The Hygiene Factors'
Salary
Growth possibilit. s
Interpersonal rep j,ms
Status
Technical super\ ision

Satisfactions derived frqm these
factors are associated with

from

performance.; Their absenc
lead to decreased perform.
if state characterized by
work for a fair day's pay.'

does not
Ice but to
fair day's

.These are the dissi tisfiers which
lead to decreased perfi finance if they
ilre not present. Pro /ding for these

. factors ensures "a fad day's work for
....? fair day's 's pay" f̀ront teachers but not

.Policy and administration much more. iWorking-, onditions ..-

Job se irity
Personal life ,

The Motivation-Hygiene Theory and Teachers

's 'The motivation-hygiene Keory has been tested in eduCational
settings on a number of occasions and.with 'generally supportive
results. In one such study, teachers were interviewed following
Herzberg's prom' dure to identify high and Ow feelings about their .

jobs and ta collect stories which accounted for these feelings?
Achievement and recognition were identified as the most

potent moth ators. Responsibility, although a significant motivator,
appwred in only a small number of the events related by teachers

7 Thomas J. Sergiovanni. "Factors Which Affect Satisfaction and Dis-
satisfaction of Teachers.- The Journal of Educational Administrators 5 (1):
66-82, 1976. For 4 recent comprehensive review of studies testing aspects of
the inotn Mani hv gtetie theory in educational settings, as well .is an extensive
analysis of issues associated with thC- theory sec. Cc.me Schmidt. "Job Satis-
faction Among'Sectoolary School AtImmistnitors." Unpublished doctoral disser-
tation. Urbana: University of Illinois, 1974.
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that were associated with satisfaction. We do riot take advantage
of the moth ational possibilities Of responsibilitN in educationthis
factor is relatively standardized for teachers in that responsibility
does not van much, from one teacher to another. Work itself did not
appear significanth more often as a contributor to satisfaction.
Apparently, elements of the job of teaching as we presently, know it
are inherently less than satisfving. Among these are routine house-
keeping, attendance, paper work, study Judi, Innch duty, and the
like. The negative aspects of clerk, cop, and custodial, roles seemed
to neutralize professional teaching and guidance roles for these,
teachers. Poor interpersonal. relations with students; inadequate,
incompetent, insensitive, and close supervision, unfair, rigid, and
inflexible school policies and aninistrati% e practices; poor inter-
personarrelations with otlr:r teachers and with parents; and inci-
dents in one's personal life were the job factors found to contribute
significantly, to dissatisfaction among teachers.

Herzberg found in his original study with accountants and
engineers that, while recognition and athancement were mentioned
most often as motix ators, the dUratisin of good feelings, associated
with these rewards was very short. 'Work itself and advancement
seemed to have medium effects but good feelings associated with
responsibility lasted more than three times as long as achievemerit
and recognition.

Teachers as Individu.als .

The ativation-hygiene theory'pros ides simplified answers to
rather complex questions. This is a bold theory which provides
broad and general guidelines. to super% isors interested in evOkin
the performance investnient from teachers. Its boldness and tits
broad propositions require intelligent caution as one applies the
theory to practice. For example, while the theory suggests that by
and large only certain factors motivate, it would be wrong to con-
clude that some teachers are not "motivated" by the hygienic
factors. But, under ordinary circumstances, these factors do little
more than ensure the participation investment as characterized by
"a fair day's work for a fair day's pay."

Most healthy teachers Have the capacity to respond to the prin-
ciples of the motivation-hygienettory. Further., healthy teachers

". .
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Niell0 are deprived of intrinsic work satisfactions wliicli come from
the moth ation factors seek these satisfactions else hereat home
through family membership, hobbies, community adth ity, sports,
and the like. Attention tolhese aspects of one's life are important to
all of us, but the world of work seems the more natural place for
professional orkers to find satisfaction for their needs of esteem,
competence, achiev ement, autonomy, and self-actualization.

Teachers who seem more interested in hygiene factors than
motivation factors can be categorized as follows: (a) those who
hav e' the potential for moth ation seeking but are frustrated by
insensith e and closed administrath e, supervisory, and organiza-
tional policies and practices, (b) those who have the potential for
moth ation-seeking but Asilo decide to channel this potential into
other areas of their lives, and (c) those Wild dim not have--the
potential for motivation seeking on or off the job. Those in the
second and third groups use their jobs as a means to,gaiu or achiec
goals not related to the school.

The second group includes many teachers whose goals are a
second car, a kacation liQue, supplementing a spouse's income in
order to achiev e a higher standard of living, putting a spouse or
children through college, and so on. Men in this group often use
the teaching occupation as a means to stertezanothcr job, such as
coaching, counseling, of administratio 1. These teachers are on the
!ob for hygienic and external reasons and not motivation reasons.

The third group includes indiv. uals who seem "fixated" at
lower need ley els. In a sense, the are obsessed with "avoiding"
unpleasantness and discomfort at work to the point where they
Hay e not dev eloped the ability to seek satisfaction through the
motivators and at higher need levels. Many regard this obsession

thatas a sy mptom of poor mental health and feel that selection pro-
cedures should be dev ised W bleb will identify and filter out teachers
of this type. Tenured teachers of this type will need to be heavily
supervised.

Teachers who hav e the potential for motivation seeking but
who elect to seek satisfactions of this kind outside of the school are
by and large good teachers who give honest labor in exchange for
that which they hope to gain from the school. Extraordinary' per-
formance is lacking, however, for strong commitment to the school
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and its purposes- is lacking. Teachers of this kind will be with us
for a long time to come but the cannot be depended upon sub-
stantially to upgrade the nation's schools m to displa% much interest
in becoming full partners in the school enterprise unless they can
become attracted to the motivation factors.

Teachers interested primarik in Mgienic factorS'but who have
motivational potential can make significant contributions to the
school's work if kindly but firml% and competently supervised or
when combined with moti% ation seekers in schools with differen-
tiated roles and responsibilities., II% giene seeking teachers who have
the potential for moth ation seeking but who arc frustrated by the
school and its administration are unfortunate casualties. When we
deny teachers motivation expressions, we waste uot only valuable
human resources but we den% school % oungsters important oppor-
tunities. In general, h% giene seeking teachers think of their jobs
primarily ( perhaps exeessi% el% is a better word for all of us are
reasonably concerned with hygienic factors) in terms of salary,
working conditions, super% ision, status, job securit% , school policies,
and administration and social relationships.

Job Enrichment-Motivation in Practice

Motivation' to work is a state characterized by a progression
of events and feelings %%-hiCh conceptually begins with important
and meaningful work, which leads to improved effort and per-
formanee;. which leads to increased- intrinsic satisfaction; which
leads to increased identification with and commitment to one's job.
This progression shoulne thought of as c% cheat with identification
and commitment resulting in an increased desire for important and
meaningful work.'

"In practice the progression of (lents is much more complicated and less
understood than portia%cd iu Figure I. Indeed no fixed beginning and ending
points probably c\ist in the strictest sense and which events lead to the next is
more conjecture than fact, but these oents seem to be the important ingre-
dients in motivation to work. See, for example, the March and Simon and
the Porter and Lawler models of satisfaction and performance; John March
and Iferbot Simon. Organizations. New Yolk: John \Alley & Sons, Inc.,
1958 p. Lyman Porter and Echs aid Lusk'', Ill. Managerial Attitudes and
Performance. froniewood, Illinois: Ilielund 0. Irwin, Inc., 1968. p. 17.
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This cyclical progression is illustrated in Figure' 1.
.

,
. .

important + effort + intrinsic + identification
and
meaningful

and
performance ---*satisfaction

and
commitment--*

work
---4

desire for

Figure 1. Job. Enrichment and Motivation To Work

In human resources supervision intrinsic satisfaction is pre-
sumed to be the pivotal point of concern for most teachers but
important and meaningful work becomes the piotal point for super-
% isurs as they work with teachers. Herzberg's motivation factors of
achievement, recognition, responsibility, work itself, and personal
growth are derived from success at important work.

No one supervisoiy strategy or leadership dimension con-
tributes exclusively to e% oking or enhancing motivation in teachers.
Certainly the distribution of authority, the supervisor's -leadership
cvabilities, the school's management climate, patterns of inter-
action, decision-making processes, and levels of trust and goodwill
all contribute to enhancing or retarding teacher motivation. Other
important influences of motivation are beyond the control of super-
b ision. One prime contributor to motivation well within the super-
visor's pros ince as an individual knowledgeable about education and
with responsibility for instruction is .the structure of the teacher's
job. Changing the teacher's job to improve opportunities for intrinsic
satisfaction is called job enrichment. Job enrichment is accom-
plished when one tertically loads the job, with more oppOrtunities
for successfully experiencing important and meaningful work.

The purpose of job enrichment is to increase the amount of
intrinsic satisfaction one attains from a job.

Vertical loading is an enrichment strategy which builds into
the job increased opportunities for experiencing achievement, rec-
ognition, ad% ancement, opportunities for growth, awl increased
competence.
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Job enrichment in education means the deliberate up-
grading of responsibility, scope, importance, and challenge in the
work of teachers.

Job Enrichment for Teachers
The development Of specific job enrichment strategies for

teachers is a situational matter best accomplished by supervisors and
teachers on the job. The possibilities and opportunities will differ
school by school. Regardless of what individual strategies are devel-
oped, they should represent attempts to load more opportunities for
achievement, recognition, growth, variety, interest, and responsi-
bility into the teaching job. Some .components of the teaching job
where job enrichment strategies are applicable include:

teaching methods
curriculum sequence, scope, and content
scheduling of students
scheduling of instructional modules and class periods
goals and objectives
teacher and student roles and relationships
evaluation
planning
new practices
selection and purchasing of materials
self development.

Let us take curriculum sequence, scope, and content for ex-
ample. Is the curriculum organized in a fashion which encourages
teachers to teach in a mindless way with little regard for the value
of material they cover or little regard for what they are trying to
accomplish? Are teachers largely direction givers implementing a
heavily prescribed curriculum and therefore making few decisions
of their own? Situations such as this are badly in need of enrich-
ment. The following questions, though .not inclusive, might help
decide the extent to which one's education program is in need of
enrichment:

1. Are teachers deciding what will be taught, when, and.how?
2. Is the curriculum confining to teachers or does it free them

to be innovative and creati'e?
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3. Do teachers know what they are trying to accomplish and
why? .

1. Are schedules established and youngsters grouped by teach-
ers for educational reasons?

5. Are teachers free to deviate from schedules for good educa-,
tional reasons?

6. Is curriculum standardization aN oided for teachers and for
students?

7. Are the teachers more accountable for achieving agreed-
upon goals and objectiv es than for teaching the curriculum or
operating their classrooms in a given way?

8. Do teachers have some budget control and responsibility
for their areas?

9. Can teachers team together if they wish?
10. Are teachers free to choose their own curriculum materials

within budget constraints?

Patterns of Classroom Influence and Job Enrichment
One way in which a classroom can be described is on the basis

of student influence and teacher influence. That is, to what extent
do students and do teachers influence and contribute to classroom
gon6 and'objectiN es,-curriculum_decision making, and instructional
actiN ities? Great \ ariability exists in the amount of influence Ala
-teachers and students exercise as one views classrooms. In some
classrooms the teacher is \ ery influential when it comes to deriding
goals and objectives, what will be studied, how and when. Such
teachers may \ en well haN e the students' interests at heart and
indeed demonstrate this by flexible and creative teaching but it is
understood that students w ill haN e little to say about such decisions.
In other classrooms, teachers function in a mindless way as they
implement a curriculum with which they have little identity and
often do not understand. Here neither teacher nor student assumes
responsibility for goal selection and curriculum decision making.
In a few classrooms, ieachers and students exercise major influence
as they participate together in goal and objective dev elopment and
in curriculum decision making. In an occasional classroom one may'
find that the teacher exercises N. irtually no influence, having abdi-.
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citedl the responsibility for goal selection and curriculum, decision
makinu entirely' to students.

Ownershipand influence are factors in increasing the impor-
tance and meaning of work and in determining one's disposition
toward his or her job .'3 The extent to which teachers (and indeed
students) influence classroom practice is an important factor in
determining the opportunities the) hay e fe experiencing important
and meaningful work.

The relationship between patterns of classroom influence and
job enrichment are showningrid form in Figure 2. The abscissa,
represents the extent .to which teacliefs ire-able -.to influence Class
room practice. The ordinate represents the extent to -which students
are able to influence classroom practice.

Student-centered

teacher influence low
student influence high
job enrichment potential
low for teachers,
probably medium for
students

Integrated

teacher influence high
student influence high
job enrichment potential
for both high

Curriculum-centered

teacher influence low
-student-influence-low-
job enrichment potential
for both low

Teacher-centered

teacher influence high
.studentinfluence low
job enrichment potential
fairly high for teachers,
low for-students

teacher influence \N\

Figure 2, Classroom influence and Job Enrichment

The teacher-centered quadrant is characterized by fairly high
teacher influence but low student influence. here teacher contribu-
tions to class actiY it) are reasonably strong but limited. The choice
of materials, methods, and approaches, within approved limitations,

9 See, for example. Richard de Charms. Personal Causation. New York:
Academic Press, 1959, Melvin Seeman. "On the 'Meaning of Alienation."
American Sociological Review 24 (6): 783-91; 1959.
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is hugely up to the teacher, not textbook writers, curriculum devel-
opers, or super,. isors. The teacher is free to adjust materials and
methods according to perceptions of student needs rm. iding that
certain specified content areas or units of subject matter are cOv-.
ered. NC\ ertheless, the teacher is largely in command and makes
important decisions about objectives, timing, schedules, materials,
scope, and other instructional activities.

Teachers need to engage in selling, persuading, convincing,
appealing, and other human relations skills in order to get serious
commitment from students. Sometimes this is too difficult or time
consuming and the teacher falls back on horse trading: "When you
are finished with the assignment, you may take_a game from the
shelf and play quietly at your desk" or "Tomorrow we will have a
test and this assignment will help you pass." Job enrichment oppor-
tunities in teacher-centdixl classes are fairly high for teachers but
fairly low for students. -

The student-centered quadrant describes classrooms where the
teacher rarely, if at all, exercises leadership. Responsibility for
'learning is abdicated completely to students. Classrooms such as
these are usually part of educational experiments and are only rarely
found in numbers in the public schools. Some consider schools and
classrooms associated with this quadrant to offer an attractive
approach to education but this approach is limited by the passive
role assigned to the teacher. Generally, job enrichment opportuni-
ties for teachers are low in this setting and though higher for
students, are-not-fully-realized. An exceptimunigkt Ile where young-
sters are extremely independent in their work habits.

The least satisfactory approach to schooling is represented by
the curriculum- centered quadrant and is 'characterized by low
teacher and low student influence. This quadrant represents a non-
leadership. approach which characterizes a large percentage of our
schools. Here the controlling force is the textbook, the highly struc-
tured and sequenced curriculum, and other materials which for the
most part determine class and school goals and objectives, decide
pacing, sequencing, and scope of instruction, and so on. Teachers
and students need only follow directions. Supervisors, on the other
hand, see,to it that directions arc followed.

In classrooms of this type teacher and students have abdicated
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all lights and responsibilities to impersonal experts as manifested
in textbooks, murk structured curriculum, and othe'r deices which
rigidly program how teachers mid students are to heliaN e, and the
nattue of actin Ries iu w hick te% be engaged. Teachers who
operate,deep into this quadrant 1".1.1se deserted the class in terms of
pro% Oft leadefship and liaNe become were followers and givers
of directions.

The question is not simply one of texts, materials, and cur-
riculum but one of control. Do teachers use texts, materials, and
curriculum guides as means to achie% c indk idual and school goals
or are these ends in themsels es? This is not an academic question
but one of the stirs i% al of teaching as a profession 1-,s opposed to
being merely an occupation. We will always have teachers, but the
number of professionals in teaching may decrease as more and more
classrooms drift into this quadrant. In some respects this quadrant
simplifies or makes case the "job of teaching" but makes more diffii
cult the job of keeping control of students. The typical student
response is likely to be largely- )indifference, apathy, protest, and
slowdown with teachers soon responding similarly. True, some
teachers, because of limited potential in commitment or compe-
tence, may prefer curriculum-centered classrooms, but most would
prefer a more enriched environment.

In the integrated approach, teachers and student. assume
upjor responsibility for planning, organizing, and controlling the
learning en% ironment, with supervisors pros iding leadership which
supports this effort. Since teacher and student involvement in 'set-
ting goals and in planning work is high, identification and com-
mitment to work are more as.aired. These in turn are likely to result
in high performance by teachers and students. This is the setting
which makes most accessible the motivation factors of achieve-
ment, recognition, work itself, responsibility, and personal growth
for both teachers and students.

Some Mistakes in Implementing Human
Resources Supervision

An assumption basic to human resources deN elopment super-
vision is that most teachers arc interested in obtaining intrinsic
satisfaction from their jobs and will work harder to get this satisfac-
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Lion under the light cuiiditiuiis. Helping teachers to accept respon-
sibility for then job rules, targets, and beim\ for is au important job
enrichment strategy in human resources supervision.

Delegating respoilgib:lity is not as simple a super\ isory °pre-
scription as it seems. Nlany w ho ha\ e tried this approach can
quickly, recount instances w hen it dues not work. Delegating with-
out pros icing suppor t is probably the, most serious e..or in using
responsibility as a motiy atm. GI\ ing teachers the responsibility for
developing their u« n methods or approaches to inch; idualizing
instruction w ithout providing the necessary support or help to suc-
cessfully assume this responsibility is an example.

The establishment of tai gets or goals and objectives is another
key aspect of human resources supery ision. Without some sort of
agreement, sonic notion of direction, some idea of what is to be
accomplished and yY hy it is of y clue, achievement, recognition,
responsibilit , \Yolk itself, and persond growth remain abstractions.
The -Motivation -factuis are derhed from the accomplishment of
work Ind.work_needs sonic definition and rationale ;n order for -it
to be fully understood. But target setting, sipervisioa by objectives,
and similar programs which are established to facilitate. this gbal-
focus can cause mole problems than they solve if implemented
dogmatically and indiscriminately.
, A conmain prubleiii w ith such approaches is that they are,often
too elaborate, detailed, uniform, objectiY c, and standardized in

`design and implementation. When this is the case, they can actually
rob the teacher of disci etion and relegate him or her to a position
similar to the desclibed in the curriculum-centered quadrant of
Figure 2. Further, such programs have a tendency to become rou-
tinized and flat fur teachers, to become paper bound and oy er-

lichning in the time required fur proper maintenanceall of which
can distract from creative and varied work for teachers. The teach-
ing job thi'm becomes less enriched.

Part of the problem stems from such programs' being too willing
to trade accuracy for precision. Accuracy refers to the importance
or value of au educational actiy ity or goal. Precision refers to the
scientific rigui w ith YY !deli the actiy ity or goal can be pursued and
measured. These dimensions are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Dimensions of Accuracy and Precision

Situations two and four, characterized by high accuracy And
high precision or high accuracy and low precision, are the only

positionS for teachers and supervisors. Schools should
always be involved in the pursuit of important and valuable goals
with whatever tools are available. 'Sometimes our tools will be
rigorous and precise but at ether times they will be ambiguous and
ill- defined. We err seriously when we find ourselves in situations
which are characterized by precise methods and measurements- but
with learning goals of dubious value. This is the plight of the drunk
who searches under the lamp post "for a key he lost in the dark
a block away.

Helping teachers to set targets and providing them with oppor-
tunities to accept responsibility for their own behavior are not job
enrichment prescriptions to be implemented in the absence of a
systeM of support and help for the teachers. Indeed, any target
setting plan thays not backed up by a supervisory support system
designed to help reach targets is irresponsible. The work of super-
visors does not end with providing opportunities for teachers to
experience the motivation factors. Supervisors need to "make,book"
on these opportunities by helping teachers to ke successful.

In summary, this chapter has discussed a number of important
dimensions of human resources supervision including assumption's
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which male' lie the approach, concepts of motis ation and,job enrich-
ment, target setting, md the des elopment of helpful s stems.

Moth ation in teachers depends upon a complex set of factors
and uonditions, mans of w Bich are w ell bey ond the control of the
scho6I and the supers isor. One's set of sables and work norms, for
example,- affects one's orientation toward his or her job. Some
teac lags will nes el be propel Is motivated to ss ork and others will
usually I e moth ated to ss ork regardless of what supervisors do.
Indeed a good 'tile of thumb is, if sou want moth ated teachers, hire
moth ated people if ou can. Wisdom aside, we still face the prob-
lem of increasing the identity, commitmentmd performance of
Inge numbers of teachers already tenured on the job. The majority
of teachers desile and seek satisfy lug .work and will respond to
human resources supers ision. But many will not and alternate
supers isms methods and procedures that suit these teachers will
need to be pros ided. Human resom ces supers ision is not an elixir to
be administered indiscriminatels to all. But it is a powerful' con-
ception of stye' ision ss hick by using the concepts of motivation
and job emichment can markedly improke the identity, commit-
inentmd performance of nit teachers and the effectiveness of
schools.

the follow in6 chapters, three critical concerns of supervision
are examined iN 'elation to human resources ideas. The concerns

gaff d clopmcnt, classroom supers ision, and accountability-
evaluation.

Rubin strongly establishes the importance of staff des elopment
and places the responsibility for this function squarely in the hands
of supers isors. According to Rubin, staff development is not a
routine administratis e practice but an integral part of the .day by
day supers isory process. Three assumptions he makes that are
consistent v ith human it:souk:es supervision arc. teachers want to
impros e themsels us professionally, teachers should hake consider-
able responsibility for and autonomy in deciding the nature of this
improkjinentInd staff des elopment actin ities should k a ry from
tcaeher to teacher depending upon their predispositions, capabili-
ties, and needs.

Manolakes shares also the assumption that, gi%'en a healthy
climate, teachers skill ss illingly seek and accept help in increasing
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their professional capabilities. Ile proposes the advisory system as
an image of wpm ision capable of pros iding face-to-face support
that teachers need and desire as the\ seek self-improvement and
increased satisfaction at work.

House recognises the need for evaluation in his chapter on
accountability but proposes that the teacher tteelytlo function as a
relativel% outonomous person who plays a key role in deciding what
will be the nature of this evaluation: He argues that evaluation
practices based on neo-scientific management lack potential for pro-
viding teachers with intrinsic satisfaction at work and result in
decreased benefits for youngsters. In his view evaluation is not
something the systenrdoes to the teacher but rather something.done
with the teacher and others to the system.

4.
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The Case for.

Staff Development

Louis J. Rubin/

O

The demand for a radical reform of sellouts has increased
considerably in the recent past. The slings and arrows-of outraged
parents, alienated pupils, and overburdened taxpayers are aimed
justly or unjustlyat the educational system's presumed soft spots:
the repressiveness of school control, our failure to meet the diverse
expectations of different subcultures, the itnprecision of instruction,
the soaring costs, and the lack of connection with the world outside.
Yet there is 'n9 consensus, as to the proper cure for these ills.

Teachers, for example, who are at the heart of the action, have
through arrogance, or fear, or lethargy, or plain disbelief, either
disregarded the criticism, or have been exquisitely overactive to it. If,
as has been argued, the quality of the educational process hangs on
the intellectual and *emotional encounters which occur between
children and their teachers, sniely it is reasonable to argue that the
only effective locus of change resides in the teacher. Architects and
carpenters influence building costs, law associations oversee lawyers,
and medical associations impose sanctions on physicians, perhaps it
is the teachers then who should govern teaching. The competitive-
ness of the marketplace alone is often sufficient incentive for other
profesiionals to avoid consumer. dissatisfaction: the client can seek
out a particular doctor or avoid an unsatisfactory lawyer. But the
teacher's client, the child, cannot, if pleased, keep the same teacher,
or, if dissatisfied, go elsewhere.

33
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In large measure, teachers are masters of their own destiny.
Once they ha% e entered professional life there are no formal sane-

6 .lions if they fail to become better practitioners. Thus, if the impulse
to improve does not come from within, teachers may well continue
to be endlessly encapsulated in defectheskills, closed minds, and
scant knowledge of children and subject.

A teacher prepares to teach by spending four or five years at
.1 training institution. There, in the existing order of things, he or
she learns a sampling of all accumulated infbrmation, something
about the theory of education, and a few prescriptions regarding the
art and science of teaching. I.E% en if this preparation were adequate,
and it clearly is not, the training can become outdated in a very
short time, Indeed, the moment teachers leave the training institu-
tion they embark upon a rapid journey to obsolescence. The eye
of research mrhsoAn detect crac'..s in the foundation of old theory,
lighten what %% ere, once dark olds, and illuminate new educational
requirements. The social sciences are only now beginning to probe
deeply into the dimensions of human interaction. And we have
recently come to realize, with incredible lateness, that schools can
teach children to be failures as well as successes. Beyond affective
considerations, the continuous modernization of substantive knowl-
edge is an accepted fact. 'It has often been noted, and with good
reason, that the teacher who has not studied, say biology, during
the last fig e y cars no longer kriows the subject. The odds are there-
fore good that such a teacher %% ill fill students with misconceptions..
Preservice training alone, then, cannot produce great teaching.

While the prevailing criticism of preservice training may be
unduly harsh, the critics argue that although it has provided a
reasonable general education, it has not developed any real technical
skill More, it has failed to acquaint prospective teachers with the
special nature of ,different subcultures, objecti% es have some,
times been vague and nebulous, and it has relied almost'completelyril
upon the student teaching experience for the acquisition of crafts-
manship. Tf this experience were powerful and comprehensive,
giving the prospective teacher a thorough introduction to the art,
pre'ser% ice education might ha% e overcome its lather shortcomings.
However, since the time duration is short, the organization un-
systematic, and the exposure haphazard, the internship period has
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its limitations. Foi example, student teaching benefits can be no
better than the skill, wisdom, and commitment of the "master"
teacher to whom the student is assigned.

The teaching exiierience may also be subservient to the par-
ticular interests and philosophy of a single school. Furthermore, the
student .teacher may happen into an authentic opportunity to learn
and practice, or when fate is less kind, the apprentice may be used
as unpaid labor to perform menial housekeeping chores. Interns
must of necessity if they are to earn good ratingsemulate both
the good and bad points of the super ising teacher who is their
assigned model. And, since they almost always enter practice teach-
ing in the middle of the term, there is an lire% itable artificiality. And,
since the practice teaching period is customarily brief, it rarely
allots sufficient time for authentic mastery. All in all, such training
begets teachers V% ho hat e little choice but to learn...at the expense
of their first students.

Staff Development Is Vital
The need for professional growth actit ides which enhance the

quality of teaching is hardly unknown. In-service education has
been a standard educational trapping for most of the 20th century.
Still, its Cons entional acceptance is,a bit misleading, the awareness
of a problem and the token treatment of its symptoms is far from
legitimate and diagnosis is an even longer step from therapy.
Ilinnans et cry tt here, not inerely in cigarette adt ertisements, would
rather fight for their habits than switch. The stresses and tensions
of our time, morcotcr, tend increasingly to seduce us' into the
stumping of our professional dust under the rug. Even, however,
\there there has been a stringent effort to meet the problem, the
programs hat e suffetwilidigin a lack of energy, precision, direction,
and imagination.

Relegated to a position of minor importance, staff development
has been managed tt ith such casualness that only rarely can one find
authentic concern matched tt ith a hardheaded assessment of results.
Thus it has been astonishingly easy for clumsy and inept programs
to survit e. To install effectit e programs of professional growth
tumid hate required considerable understanding of the ways in
which net skills and knowledge are best acquired by teachers, as

-`
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well as considiJable sophistication legal ding the psy chological
mechanisms through ww icl people Lhage their attitudes and values.
These insights, alas, neither were known nor sought. During a
period of frenzied experimentation, the hazards of such a course
were survivable. We have now leached the point, however, where
our ancient infirmities ma\ do us in, for it has now become clear,
first, that betterand perhaps differentschooling is an indispens-
able element in sustaining the society, and, second, that better
schooling will necessitate Lontinuous readjustment in the time to
come. ..." -

Since the teacher is, for all
of the curriculum, the need to
personal art is great. Even d
tional system comes to its mon
to teach. The dollars spept, f
and development, for p e
paper, pencils, gymni4
these and more, are tilt'
for the intellectual and e

There is, nonetheless, a
worst of the teaching tl
Law, the bad can easily offset the effects of the good.

Working with a gifted teacher, ghetto children stigmatized as
uneducable may grow not only on the achievement scales of the

stem but on other, more humanistic criteria as well. In a few short
years, however, other teachers, untutored, unlov ing, and uncaring
mav destroy the gains w hich haw e been made. If we were unable
'to distinguish between good and bad teaching, or if we did not
understand at least some of the elements which make one teacher
effective and another ineffective, our present attitude toward pro-
fessional growth would be understandable. It is because we do have
the power to improve teaching performance that our failure of
effort has been so tragic.

Presently, much of in-service education tends to surfeit teach-
ers with ideas which they already have grasped, or to expound
technical theories and intellectual conceptions for which they are
not ready and which, indeed, they may not even find useful. A
large part of professional growth must, of necessity, be straight-

nctical purposes, the conveyor
e the state of the practitioner's
e do in constructing an educa.

of truth when the teacher begins
buildings and books; for research

Pr teachers and administrators; for
buses, custodians, and computers, all

Irately invested in the teacher responsible
notional lestinv of 30 to 40 human beings.
ast erence between the best and the

oes on. Worse, following Gresham's

di-
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forwaril training, and to this extent in-service activities should
conjoin, specific ends %%R specific means. To congregate several
hundred teachers in an auditorium, and expose them to a lecture
on inductive teaching, to use a random example, is self-defeating.
\lore sensibly, we ought first to detel mine. which-teachers will have
occasion to teach heuristicall , ho much each already knows about
the available techniques, the le\ el of proficiency each has already
acquired; and ultimately design a sequence of growth activities
expressly fitted to the individual teacher's needs. Unhappily this is
seldom done. Staff development is organized for a mythical,"aver-
age teacher," presumably under the assumption that all partici-
pating teachers arc precisel alike, and the relevance of the activity
thus becomes a matter of chance.

A majority of in-service training programs also are either so
prescriptive that they insult the teacher's intelligence or su vague
that they constitute an exercise in futility. Practitioners often con-
tend that they deal with lofty conceptions but overlook the need
to translate these conceptions into the hard-core skills of teaching.
Since the programs are in% ariably carried on away from children,
practical application is difficult. They frequently engulf themselves
in the theoretical fads of the moment, gig ing little attention to the
basic problems which copfront the teacher in the classroom.

More often than not, the programs disregard the logical con-
nections which ought to make preser% ice and in-service training a
continuum of prof6sional growth. Despite the great importance of
personal incentive, 4cant attention is gi% en to the crucial task of
extending teachers' desires to perform at the highest levels of
efficiency. As a consequence, some teachers arc almost never
uncomfortable over poor workmanship. The typical program makes
little allowance for indk iduality,, assumingto reiterate an earlier
pointthat teachers are all of a kind, infected with exactly the same
problems, and responsk e to the same learning experiences. Judging
from present in- service practice, in fact, one would assume that in
some mystical way, all teachers are totally homogeneous, mirror
images, with respect to background, belief, knowledge, technical
finesse, personality, and teaching style.

Finally, the workshops and conferences, for the most part, are
sporadic 'and disorganized. A lecture here, a meeting there, are sad

Se)
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substitutes I'm a s'stematic program of acti it) aimed at the mastery
of a specific skill. For teachers and administrators alike, then,
in- service education can he a vexation. teachers- endure meetings
which are trivial, impotent, or both, and administrators search
vainly for progiams that will make an authentic difference in the
quality, of teaching that goes on.

Recently, our know ledge of the intricacies of teacher growth
has deepened consideiably. \Vele we to make intelligent use of this
knowledge, we might develop a far superior system of in-service
education. We could better coordinate theoretical principleS and
technical skills so that one reinforced the other. Rather than depend
upon a principal or a superNisor (neither of whom has adequate
time) fol technical consultation and assistance, we could exploit
the capacity of teachers to help one another. There is no real
reason w Iry the w cakest teacher on a faculty cannot learn from the
strongest. When colleagueship of this sort occurs, not only are
there substantial gains in the quality of teaching performance, but
it also becomes possible for teachers 'to enlarge their competence
while they work.

Morem er, there is good reason to believe that teachers are
best made after they ale in service rather than before. Just as the
golfer must learn putting on the green and the cook must master a
sauce at the stov e, teachers learn, to teach when they are with
children. Howe\ er good the apprenticesI4, there is a vast differ-
ence bet c(.41 internship and plofessional life. Once they enter in
set% ice, teachers w ill not only he assigned to different grades and
subjects but their work setting will also yary enormously from
connuunitv to cormnunity and school to school. The nature of the
particular student, the expectations of his or her parents, the ideol-
ogy of the educational system, the work customs of the faculty, and
the physical character of the school building itself all exert a pro-
found influence on the teacher's function. It is not surprising, there-
fore, that these same factors have an equally profound effect on the
compctemies required by a teacher, as well as on the procedures for
developing these competencies.

Despite the great variation in the technical skills required by
teachers they ale uniformly prepared by thei.- training institutions to
June ism a conventional school. Even the experienced teacher, when
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transferring from one school to another, often finds it necessary to
make substantial realignments in teaching style. If we could
rearrange teacher training programs so that teachers in training
spent more time with live children and less with print inked on
textbook pages, schooling would improx e markedly. Until the
degree of direct experience is increased, the lessons learned in the
real world will continue to be far more consequential than those
learned, before the fact, in colleges and universities.

Teacher Renewal and New Pedagogic, Skills

Since the effort to discover better methods of education will be
sustained during the foreseeable future, the need for teacher renewal
and for the acquisition of new pedagogical skills will be endless.
We might rely upon an orderly ex olution through which each gener-
ation of teachers, through a gradual erosion of custom, becomes
more accomplished than the last. But in the 35 or so years of- a
teacher's professional life a vast number of children's lives are influ-
enced. hence, to waft until inferior practices die a natural death,
is to cheat thousands of young people out of what they might
otherwise have had.

Teachers are human, thus they reflect the full range of human
personality. Some are authoritarian while others are permissive;
some are self-actualizing and some self-defeating; many live rela-
tively stable lives and many are trapped in circumstances that beget
z.onstant anxiety. In ' iew of these differences, it is little short of
folly to presume that the same professional development experiences
are appropriate for every teacher. Moreover, not only are teachers
inherently different but they also change differently: much as in
the case of the students they teach, there are slow and fast learners,
inductive and deductive thinkers, and predispositions toward struc-
tured and unstructured learning conditions. In short, the need to
individualize learning is no less important with teachers than with
children.

The inexorableness of societal change endlessly creates new
educational priorities. A decade or two ago the schools began to
stress heuristic learning and to explore the potential for personalizing
instruction. A little later they launched courses on black culture,
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drug addiction, and anification to focus students' attention
on tint' social problems which wen: hallmarks of the time. Similarly,
the iny claim of new technological appalati gaYe rise to a fresh
interest in multimedia instruction. As these changes occurred,
(cache's readjusted theinselY es disparately . some moy lug from old
to new patterns more rapidly and:or more easily than others.
Teachers, in sum, arc no exception to an ancient sociological caveat.
the more rapid the change Ole greater the ' ariation in human
adjustment.

It is perhaps pretentious to speak of an artist teacher. Few
practitioners in any ended\ or ey er attain genuine artistry. To
Assume that gifted pedagogues can be made out of all those who
work with childien in classiooms would be undue optimism. But
ey en if complete success is unattainable, much good could come
from reaching toward the goal. FA ery teacher may not become an
artist, but each can certainly grow more adept.

The problem we confront is of sey oral parts. We must define
the attributes of good in-sery ice education, plan the mechanics for
its execution, and dey ise strategies thiough which the same opera-
tional principles can be deploy eel toward arious purposes. An
effcctiyc training experience, one respecting the laws of behavioral
change, can be used for a y arietY of ends. The same principles
of human change, for example, can be used either to increase or
decrease a teachei's reliance upon the textbook. Our time knows
only too well, moreoy ex. that to manipulate without due regard
fin delete' ions side die( is can be destructive. In matters of human
growth, means and ends are inseparable. Humanism and behav-
iorism hale their own time, place, and special ' irtucs. The trick
is to use them in a fitting ways, at a fitting time.

An effectiYe sy stem of in-serY ice education is one that permits
teacheis to glow in their ow II way and at their own pace. It respects
the fact that whereas doctrinaire training ser' es to reduce the
individual's options, glow th serY es to :ncrease them. While it ought
nut deprive' the teacher of the internal tensions which come from
autonomous self-direction, it should be sufficiently pointed to ensure
that aimless floundcring does not result front scant structure. It must
neither sick to change beim\ for w itltout simultaneously changing
the heart nor to unfetter the imagination without at the same time
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offering procedures by m Licit creati% its can be made practical. It
must instill a taste for mastery and a distaste for ineptness. And,
importantly, an effective system must respect the exigencies of
reality. It cannot be so costly as to be pi ohibitiv c, it cannot ignore
the policy constraints imposed upon administrators, it cannot add
unduly to the teacher's already Ilea% burden, it cannot be so
nebulous as to lack utility nor so prescriptive as to destroy indi-
iduality, and, perhaps Am e all, it must not iolatc the teacher's

natural bent.

A Professional Growth Model

The professional grow th model I have in mind involves three
major components. attitudes, pedagogical skills, and substantive
knowledge. It is these elements which together comprise the critical
dimensions of in-su ice education. Because they usually are treated
in disjunction from one anothet, or because one is emphasized to
the exclusion of the others, most con% tuitional programs lack efficacy.
After fire years of experimental effort, in some eighty schools scat-
tered across the nation, I have been persuaded that the improvement
of teaching can seldom be accomplished through a quick fit. The
acquisitioniof a new device or the introduction of an adroit maneu-
N er sometimes brings impressi% e results in a particular facet of the
Nork But, superior craftsmanship in the overall' spectrum of teach-
ing can only be achicv ed m er time, and only through painstaking
and systematic effort. If we seek a total teacher rather than a
specialist who can perform one limited function or another, attitudes,
skills, and knowledge constitute the indispensable trinity. In order
to integrate affective and cognitive learning, for example, a teacher
must hay c an attitude of mind which sponsors the inclination to
vine such integration, sufficient theoretical knowledge to under-
stand how the integration can occur, and the technical skills with
which to execute the integration. -

When a teacher is at work, whatever he or she does is inspired
by the underlying attitudes toward self, student, subject, and the
world at large. Attitudesthe predisposition to behave in particular
waysare thus central to the entire teaching act. a skill will go
unused if the holder does not perceive it as worthwhile. Teachers,
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like °did humans, operate within their (Mil belief systems. The
teacher \\ ith ultra-consery ativ e political beliefs is not likely to be
knowledgeable, much less tolerant, of the social concerns of radical
youth. The teacher who perceives. his or her role to be that of
helping children de\ clop healthy self-conccpts, will acquire a
different set of habits and skills than the one who regards his or
her primary task as that of dispensing factual information. A teacher,
unfamiliar \S ith the cultural rituals of ghetto life, may act out atti-
tudes \\ Lich have been nurtured by longstanding misconceptions.
In turn, such attitudes nhty mitigate against any desire to master
skills which are crucial to working with deprived children.

What is needed, then, is an organizational scheme that will
pros ide for continuous and comprehensiv e teacher growth. By this
I do not mean to imply that good teaching necessarily must follow
a recipe or that a gi en training activ it) will under all conditions
represent the best method of extending mastery. °Great teachers
achieve their greatness in different ways. Some are warm, com-
passionate human beings able to reach deeply into their students'
emotional liv es. Others, superb actors, use improvisation and drama
to achieve their ends. Still others are charismatic and persuasive,
capable of literally selling their intellectual wares to their students.

Artistry comes in .aried shapes, as well as from diverse talents,
and the task of retraining is not to remake the teacher according
to a predetermined mold, but rather to capitalize upon the natural
attributes \N !deli exist. Just as the physician must qualify the use
of a drug, ev en, within the range of standard practice, use a drug
iu \N ay s that are appropriate for a particular individual, so must
ve make allowances for exceptions to standard practice in teaching.
Human indiv idualit\ proscribes a fink ersal prescription for teaching.
We can, of course, formalize instructional technique and thus avoid
the dangers of misused autonomy, but in so doing we also nullify
the miracle of human ariation and decimate natural style.

If we are to help teachers deepen perceptions of child and
subject, increase their sensitiv ity to the nuances of the classroom,
and sharpen their sense of role and purpose, we must design, test,
and install improv ement activ ities that hay c been organized accord-
ing to some sort of system. Such a system must satisfy a number
of minimal conditions. To give teachers a repertory of generally
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useful skills it must locits on specific tc-tching tasks and on the
classroom situation iu v Inch they habitually occur. It must utilize
(ley clopental exercises aimed at a particular goal. it must offer
eumlatiy c plactice in developing hichnical skill, it must familiarize
teachers witl. di ices that can be ,;:d to diagnose student learning
needs, and, at the sane time, enable them to recognize when an
instructional technique is best used in the classroom.

Teaching is a complex business. Artist practitioners engage
in a multiplicity of tactics. They question and respond, sy nthesize
and augment, explain and intel pi et, stimulate. and control. They
use one collection of techniques to inoduce a lesson and another t
,tevninate it. They select learning objectiyes, pursue them through a
sequence of operations, ind assess their results. It follows, there-
fore, that a sy stem of professional deyelopment must lend itself to an
equally broad range of skills. To be efficient, however, it must
separate these skills and deal with a piece at a time before the
y arious techniques au incorporated into a performance gestalt.

If, illustratiy ely, we w ished to train a master chef, we might
begin with the preparation of soups, turn next to salads, and then
work with one meat dish after another. We would also, in the
process, teach the apprentice a number of basic competencies:
parboiling, sauteing, coddling, and so on. Later, we probably would
wish to help him or her master a number of basic sauces each of
yy Inch could be used in a limitless Variety of dishes. So it is with
teaching. The skills of the craft must be acquired independently
and the training system must, therefore, consist of specific training
units which accomplish specific purposes. Once integrated, these
capabilities cllable`tcachers to become adept at the standard peda-
gogical operations. diagnosing learning difficulties, individualizing
assignments, reinforcing basic concepts, and so on. To be efficacious,
the training units y% ill need to be constructed in accordance with
the classroom practices, refined through trial and error, and tested
in practical contexts.

Some critics hay e contended that planned growth of this sort
is manipulative and an impediment to indiy.iduality. The viewpoint
is hard to understand for training need not be antagonistic to
creatiy ity or artistry. The skillful chef, to use an earlier example,
is neither weakened by practice nor hampered by functional
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ciples. In point of fact, the mastery 'of technical skills increases
rather than decreases thi practitioners' flexibility. short, the
ability to accomplish a purpose in one 1. a) does not preclude the
use of alternative ways.

Factors in Good Teaching

Nly own research, pursued o er the cowse of several years,
suggests that there are four critical factors in ,good teaching per-
formance, each of w hick can be improed through planned inter-
ventions:

The teacher's sense of purpose
The teacher's perception of childreii
The teacher's knowledge of subject
'The teacher's mastery of technique.

Role perspectie and teaching aliies are of great significance
because, more than an thing else, they determine how the teaeler
NA, ill function in the classroom. Consider the following lesson assign-
ments, and their corresponding teacher rationales, taken randomly
from schools around the country:

Assignment: Memorize the capitals of the 50 states.
Reason. The information is useful and memorizing is good self-

discipline.

Learn to spell correctly 100 basic vocabulary .vords.
Our print ipal belietes that correct spelling is symbolic
of an educated person.

Become a good kickball player.
Physical games are healthful and develop a com-
petitive spirit.

Write a composition telling about the problems in life
that worry you.
Children must learn to understand and cope with
their anxieties.

Read the newspaper articles about drug addiction.
Parents want their children informed about current
social problems.

Assignment.
Reason.

Assignment:
Reason.

Assignment.

Reason:

Assignment.
Reason.
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Assignment: Studs the textbook :chapters on Creek civ ilization.
Reason. The course outline states that knowing history enables

students to be cultured.
These six examples t pifv the extraordinary ariation in teach-

ers' opinions regarding the purpose of schooling. If, for example,
the teacher considers his or her mission to be that of imparting
information, there likely will be a great deal of lecturing and
teacher -talk. If, on the other hand, the role is percek ed as that
of stimulating imagination of helping pupils to learn for themselves,
there normally is inoie emphasis on problem defining and problem
solving. Innovators, alas, ha% e too seldom -resognized that a good
many educational programs of undeniable quality have gone afoul
simply because they required an attitude toward teaching that was
incongruent with the teacher's sense of purpose. Hence, a powerful
system of teacher professional growth must, at the outset, reckon
with the individual's personal conception Of teaching: Like all
other workers, teachers hay e biases and predispositions which often
can constrain their effectk eness. They come to teaching as adults,
having amassed a considerable amount of human experience.
Assimilated in their particular attadinal structures, this experience,
%vhether good or bad, healthful or unhealthful, is perforce actualized
in their teaching. Thus, where a teacher's values and belief, diminish
performance, professional groWth is primarily' a matter of altering
entrenched convictions, if this is possible.

The second critical factor in good teaching performance is the
teacher's perception of children: Classroom learning also suffers
when the teacher's perception r.rf the child is faulty. Children not
only vary in their capacities, their learning modes, and their per-
sonalities, but their psy chological needs too are often dissimilar.
The usefUlness of an encountei between teacher and child invariably
hangs on, the degree of correctness with which one "reads" the
other. A kind of cultural dissonance, for example, is common ,when
a middle-class teacher works with a lower-class child: each tends
to see the world somewhat differently. Such misperceptions, more-
over, frequently go beyond differences in social values. Adulthood
and childhood are different univ erses, and to win the empathy,
trust, and affection of his or her student, the teacher must re-enter
the space of childhood or adolescence, while keeping one foot in his

r ,1
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or het ow it adult galaxy . To teach competently , but without feeling,
is to set loose an alchemy that distills learning into drudgery. This,
of course, is not to deiogate intelle-a-Plisni. the student must master
science, mathematics, or history, but the processek en if it entails
haid workneed not engender either suffering or boredom.

We cannot, of course, force love. Not even the Testament is
so optimistic. But, if teachers cannot will themselk es to love stu-
dents, they can at least learn to act lokingly, to be kind, charitable,
and understanding of their chalges. Compassion and competence
are by no means incompatible.

We found, in our experimental in-serkice programs, two basic
sources of pet ceptual error. rust, teachers fl equently lack familiarity
with the 'life styles of different subcultures, and, second, children
and teachers often unto the classroom with conflicting beliefs about
what is important-and unimpoi tant in life. There are black children
in Miami who hake yet to set foot on its beaches, Puerto Ricans in
New York who will lie% er walk on Park Ak enue, and white teachers
commuting to black schoo6 in San Francisco who have almost no
conception of the lifesty le inside a ghetto apartment. Unless teach-
ers are aware of the society's di% ergent parts they can neither be
truly responsh e to their students nor accomplish the vital mission
of inducing acceptance of cultural pluralism. The more worldly the
teacher worldly in the sense of 4dormed social sophistication
the more probable the teaching will, have vitality and excitement.

In this second major target of teacher professional growth is
the problem of reducing inferential errors. As teachers teach,
appropriate pedagogical "moles" must be inferred from student
behak iur. Judging the subtleties of the teaching-learning act, how-
ever, is a tricky matter. Teachers make inferential errors because
of personal prejudice, because they respond to the wrong chips or
rnisinterpret.the right ones, or simply, because they fail to recognize
the clues as they become manifest. A child's silence, as a case in
point, may -not mean sullenness or indifference. A teacher may
assume that the articulate child is learning and the inarticulate one
is not. In truth, howeker, verbal facility is not an accurate index
of learning.

To cite another illustration, children learn early in their school
careers to camouflage their feelings. Es en the dullest of lads soon

r-
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recognizes that it is both cast and e4sential -to wear an attentive
look, and that boredom can be idle; fated by quiet excursions into
fantasy as a drear lesson pokes along. And teachers, it might be
added, cooperate in the deception with astonOing gullibility:
The problems of discipline being what they are, it is easy to be
put off by an attentive countenance or an engrossed expression.
The second component in the sy stem has to do with sharpening the
teacher's knowledge of his or her clients. judgmental errors can be
reduced through practice in analysis, the capacity to infer correctly
can-be enlarged through exercise, attitudes regarding educational
purpose can be modified through insight-beaming experiences, and
social awareness can be enhanced by a deeper orientation to tae
child is* personal out-of-school world.

The third critical element in a sy stem of professional growth
involves the teacher's knowledge of the intellectual concepts and
processes to'be taught. 1,,,n the present way of things an elementary
school teacher must, asM rule, teach from live to ten different
subjects. Instruction is usually carried on in science, history, mathe-
matics, music, English, got eminent, health, and so on. Under such
a load, it is scarcely possible for teachers to be well-grounded in all
of their subject matter. Hopefulh , we will soon begin to initiate
staffing procedures and use technology which ease the teacher's
burden. From the standpoint of professional competence, nonethe-
less; reducing the number of areas in which the teacher must be
knowledgeable also reduces the required scope of staff development
programs. Until there is a greater concentration, most teachers
are destined to deal with at least same of their teaching material in
rather superficial ways.

There is a considerable difference between the kind of teaching
that goes oil when teachers hate an intimate acquaintance with the
content of the lesson and when the acquaintance is only peripheral.
When teachers are genuinely knowledgeable, when they know their
subject well enough to discriminate between the seminal ideas and
the secondary matter, when they can go beyond what is in the
textbook, the quality of the pedagogy becomes extraordinarily
impressive. For it is only when a teacher has a consummate grasp of,
say, arithmetic, physics, or history that their meaning can be turned
outward and brought to bear upon the learner's personal experience,
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Re levant.) lies less in the inherent nature of Vsubject than in its
relationship to the child's frame of reference. In the hands of a
skillful teacher, poetry can be taught with success and profit to
ghetto eltildren. .

We have now: begun to rectignite, moreover, that how some-
thing is learned can be fulls as.important as \\ hat is learned. There
are, in slim t, intellectual pocessesprocesse, of universal usefulness
Pough \\ hichoone can leant the principle of supply and demand,
the la\\ s of pa \ itc, or the consequences of social violence. Since
these processes ale \ aIttable coin in their own right, they ought
properly to I an integral part of instruction. But if the teacher's
kno\\ ledge is sLanc, teachiiig tic intellectual methods incorporated
in a discipline becomes virwally impossible.

Finally, there 'is a need in a professional growth system for a
component \\ hich provijcs for the systematic mastery of technique
and the acquisition of classroom management skills. A child can be
taught to spell in many way sInd while no one way always is best,
some methods clearly are better than. Alters. And, as we continue
to learn more about the teaching of spelling, new procedures and
materials become a\'ailable. Thus a sustained effort to improve
teaching skill is critical on two counts: first, there are no known
limits to time degree of adeptness a practitioner can achieve, and
second, as IRAv de\ ices are in\ ented it continually becomes neces-
sary for the_ teacher to exchange Qld practices for new.

To stint up matters, then, four elementsthe teacher's con-
ception of,purpose, sensitiv it) to students, grasp of subject matter,
and basic leperion of teaching skillsate the essence of an effective
professional growth. system.

A system of this sort, obviously, is not easily achieved. Aside
front the restrictions of time and money, the otganization probably
must be developed in piecemeal fashion, a step at a time. Nonethe-
less, since teacher in-ser\ ice education does go on, in one form or
mother, and sinci: super\ isors de\ ote a considerable amount of their
energies to the betterment of instruction, interested school districts
Call make nmassiv e strides tow am d all Ultilllate SN stein by CS tablisluag

long-range plans Sand fitting ongoing acti\ ities into the merall
design.

r"
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Much of Sergio anni's rationale, in the previous chapter, is
directly applicable. Supeii ision Mill incieasingly become a facili-
tating rather than a directing role, teachers' moth atiodand commit-
ment will become con cspondingly more important, and the desire
to grow and imprme will, in turn, depend to a considerable extent
on the degree of satisfaction teachers derk e from their effdrts. All
of w hich is to suggest that the future needs careful tending: the
hypocracies of cons claim' must be qt4s' tioued, the seductiN eness of
cons enience must be resisted, the practitioner's pride of craftsman-
ship and purpose must be restoredthd,,as in all of our other social
institutions, the human capaLit% fur iegeneuttion must be summoned
to new heights.



The Advisory System.
and Supervision

Theodore Manolakes

Possibly no other vehicle for improving instruction and the
practice of teachers in the past decade has received more attention
and effort than what has come to be known as the advisory system.
The efforts to humanize and open up the schools that began in the
late 60's have resulted in the appearance of a large number pf pro-
fessionals who do not view themselves as sdpei visors in the usual
sense, but who are committed to aiding teachers to develop more
effective educational programs for children. Some .of these advisors
are employees of school districts who have been relieved of teaching
duties to carry on advisory functions, while others work in schools
but are employed by private agencies or universities.

The development of groups of personnel available to help
teachers has been accompanied by the establishment of many
teacher centers which serve as support facilities for teachers. The
combination of people who act in classrooms in an advisory capacity
and supporting teacher centers can be viewed as the advisory system.
Both forms of service focus on teachers and their needs as areas
of work.

Support for Teacher Growth

The advisory system differs from old style supervision in one
very important way. It is based on the notion that teachers are
very much concerned about improving their teaching and that they
will do sc, provided the existence, of proper support conditions. In
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addition, this icw holds that tectelleis are professionals w ith talent
and abilitA and dim they do not require coercion or direction from
an outside audio' itN to milk% e high qualitN results in their work.
The ad ism-) ieNs places contiol of help to be fteei% ed with the
individual teacher and assumes that he 01 she will use, in a support
s\ stein, those elements that are of most benefit at a giN en time.

A second maim assumption from \\ hiCh the adN isory system
evol% es is the ' kw, that the teacher is -the core and heart of the
instructional plogiani. \Vilely (Alm orientations might hold that
high planned cuirieuluni schemes, packages, instructional mate-

or new arc the lacy to instructional duality,
this position regards the teacher to be central and assumes that
teachers NI, ho arc gi ow lug personalk and professionally, and who
feel cm:outage:went to trs out ideas in their work, w ill eN (Ave sound
and productiNe educational programs. The ad\ ism) system, while
using the classroom as a focus and \ chide, concerns itself with
aiding the teacher to move in those dile:Ohms \\ hiCh me appropriate
personally and professionally.

The ach isor\ sN stem also takes a long view of time in the
educational process. It assumes that real growth on the part of
people is a gencialk show c Ohlti011, and that direct efforts to bring
about dramatic changes often result in a cosmetic effect. Advisors
recognize that the process is continuous, but nut eN en-paced in terms
of w hen steps are taken. There are periods of high activity and
periods of assimilation nt NI, Ida little apparent ino%ement is taking
place. Recognition of the time requirement:, in teacher deN elopment
is a part of the total process.

The ach isory sy stem has appeared as a consequence of two
related conditions in both the United States and Great Britain.
It has usualk, e °Kett in those school settings where the intention
is to reform school programs lather than to maintain them, and it
has Jnost often uccuried iu those areas where the liature of reform
has been to create classroom programs that tend to be less formal
and w here teachers are encutnaged to lessen reliance on standard
textbooks and curriculums. In both the United States and Britain
the gam th of advismies has accompanied the de% elopment of open
or informal education. This kiln of education places hem y respon-
sibilitA on the teacher to create a productiNe learning en\ iron meat
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through use of a '1% idc ariety of lesuurcesicti ities, and materials.
It also requires Modification of the use of time and space in a class-
room, and changes in teacher sty le as int.:leased amounts of inter-
action .1% ith dall en must take place in an indk ideal cm small group
setting. Shifting the heart of the pruglam from external structures
to the teacher makes necessan the existence of some form of
teacher support in carrying out this inct eased I esponsibility . Though
the achison system has its origins in informal education, as a con-
ceptualization of super ision it can be readily adapted to other
approaches.

Basic Advisory Functions

The ach ison s\ stem has eA ohed rapidly and has taken many
forms. At this point there, is little standardization in advisory

jnactice. Ad\ isors ary iu their relationships to schools and teachers
and in expectancies placed on them by employ ers and teacher-
clients. All of this means that a wide array of practices can be
obser% ed under the heading called ad isement. In spite of this
range of practices, there appear to be se.% eral basic functions com-
mon to the \Nod. of ach isors. These may \ ary from ach isor to advisor
in emphasis, but must be considered as basic to achisory func-
tioning.

1. The advisor as seed planter and extender: The discussion
of ach isory work up to this point might lead to the conclusion that
ad: isors play a relatk ely passive role of being aNailable to help
teachers w hu make specific requests. Ad\ isors du spend a consider-
able amount of their time \N orking with teachers on specific tasks,
but they also ha\ e an educational point of ieN and instructional
goals w Welt they seek to see implemented. The process they use in
accomplishing their goals is to be helpful, but at the same time to
dual in ideas and suggestions w hich the teacher may initially accept
or reject. At its best the helping relationship which the advisor
carries on also contains a dialogue bet cell two professionals. They
discuss intentions, identify problems, and weigh alternati es as part
of an ongoing discussion. H is true that ach isors might not see their
ideas initially accepted or implemented, but this is part of the
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seeding process. Time, interaction, and an es oly ing situation often
lead to eventual acceptance and implementation.

The teacher ho initially approaches time advisor for help with
organizing interest centers in a fourth grade might have only the
physical reorganization as an initial goal and may not has e thought
of the implications of this step in terms of program, use of time,
and other factors. TI'" teacher ma% only want to use interest centers
as attractive supplements to the megulai pmogmam after children have.
finished assigned work in texts and workbooks. The advisor will
probably help time teacher organize these centers under the condi-
tions specified, but during time process of helping will plant seeds
through pointing out or demonstrating the s Glue of center activities
in substituting for some of the required textbook work, and of
suggesting ways that time might be used more effectively. There
is no guarantee that the teacher ss ill accept these ideas initially or
ever, but the possibility is increased as the relationship continues,
and the teacher begins to sec the potential of the centers which
now exist.

It may well be that stimulating and extending the thinking of
teachers about ways of improving their work Is at the heart of
positive advisors functioning. \'ithout mature goals on the part
of advisors and a willingness to engage the teacher in thinking
about next steps, the work of the ads isor is one of blind technical
engineering, and can be an aimless activity.

2. The advisor as technical helper. A major portion of the time
that advisors spun! ss Rh teachers is in the technical domain. They
deal with questions about inch% idualizing instruction in reading,
keeping records in a decentralized classroom, stimulating creative
writing on the part of children, or pros isioning a science interest
center with productis e and worthwhile activities. Advisors deal
with these concerns in a variety of ways. They often serve as a
source of specific ideas and activities. They sometimes plan with
teachers new ,mivitics or instructional units and then actually work
alongside the teacher in the classroom to help implement these
plans Adv isors also demonstrate techniques or activities with chil-
dren and allow time teacher to obsers e and critique the episode or
episodes. They sometimes offer teachers feedback through visits to
classrooms followed by conferences. The emphasis is not to do for
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the teacher, but to be a resource and aid. Always the intent of the
ad% isor is to w ork to and the strengthening and growth of inde-
pendence on the part of the teacher.

An important factOr in the technical dimension is that of the
competence and credibility of the advisor. If the Ay isor is to
establish :1 relationship w ith teachers that is mutually productive,
the ad% isor must be iewed as interested in helping and able to
help. This does not mean that ad% isors should be able to do any-
thing that teachers ask, but that they should make clear what they
are able to help w ith, and be w illing fo help the teacher find other
sources of support w hen the ad% isor cannot help. So the advisor,
v hile personally helping in the classroom Work of the teacher, may
also be a broker who identifies and obtains additional resources.

3. The advisor as a personal support person. Advisors may vary
in the technical help they bring to teachers and in the educational
point of iew they express, but implicit,in the advisory relationship is
that the ach isor vk ill be an interested and supportiv e person. In some
classrooms, providing pei solidi support may be the most important
function ad% isors carry on with teachers. There may be limited
'need for ad% isors help in the seed planting and technical areas, but
real need for a friendly ally with whom to talk, share problems, and
receive positiv e encouragement. For many teachers, growth and
development in professional practices carries with it risk. There
is no assurance that efforts vy ill succeed. The availability of an inter-
ested and concerned pcison, who is at least psychologically willing
to share the risks 'with the teacher is an important ingredient in the
growth process.

Advisors suppoi t teachers, from a psychological standpoint, in
a variety of ways. Their mere presence indicates interest and con-
cern. Their ay ail,cbility vy lien needed is important, as are the areas
they choose to discuss and what they actually say. It is not that the
:Rh isor succeeds so much by lay ish praise, but through concerned
action.

4. The advisor as expediter. Very often the work of the advisor
involves helping the teacher in just getting the job done. Institutions
have policies and procedures which are de% eloped to allow for
smooth operations, but they often do more. They can also act as
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impediments to change and modifios of existing instructional pro-
grams The problems of obtaining ',umiak which are not usually
purchased by school diStl ict can be a sizable roadblock. Rearrang-
ing time schedules, placing a lug in a classluom, hanging a mobile,
using the col idol, 01 building shelves in the classroom can in many
instances be contiar to established policies. Often what may appear
to outsiders to be ininol lest' ictions can act as a hindrance to teach-
ers, and some \N ill just give up rather than fight the "system."

Advisors, w ho encourage teachers to tn new ideas, often find
theniselv es in a position of having to assist the teacher in seeing
these through. In the ease of different materials it can mean knowing
how to push a requisition through quicklv so that there will not be
the usual six months wait fol arriv al. It can also mean knowing
where to bonow matelials immediately for the teacher to test and
use It sometimes means interceding \N all a higher autholity to
obtain permission to bend a policy or two.

Ad\ isors, w ho wish to encourage change and dev elopment,
cannot avoid taking Icspousibilit for seeing the job through when
institutional difficulties atise. Thu pitfall for the ad isor is to accom-
plish this w ithout appealing to be bent on destroying the whole
framework of rules and regulations which govern schools. This
impression call lead to loss of credibility w itll the administrative
staff.

5. The adtisor as informant and communication stimulator.
Teachers, often !iv the nature of their work, lead insulated profes-
sional liv es, \N bleb MACS it ery difficult for them to be aware of
practices (Iglu cid from their own that might be useful. They also
have diffitltv know ing about teachers who arc attempting to
achiev e sonic of the same goals. A part of the functioning of an
advisol is ill helping teachers know \N bat odict colleagues might be
doing, and of helping teacheis establish communication networks.
Advisors use a s,uict of techniques in accomplishing this function.
Thu, Call spead good ideas and plactices by visiting with teachers
with Mann the\ oak about unique activ ities in other rooms they
isit. The\ can sometimes assist teachers in obtaining released time

to ;sit othel classi owns. Advisors also make it possible for teachers
to «mminnicate about common concerns. Periodic after-school
sessions for purposes of cleating a social atmosphere in which
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discussion and contact begin, o meetings focused on a topic of
concern to all who ale invited can he useful. These can be in
addition to w mkshops (Cheats whic ack isors can sometimes
initiate.

The role of informant and stimulator of communications is
part of a process w hereby the ack isor attempts to broaden the
number of resources and contacts aNailable to the iodk idual teacher,
as 11 ell GS to broaden indk idual professional horizons. To the extent
that this is accomplished, the teacher's growth is influenced and
dependence on the ad% isor is assumed to be lessened. An aim in
advisement should be a changing relationship with individual
teachers oN er time. As teachers succeed in their work and find
colleagues w ho share hail ests; they continue to welcome the advisor
as a friendly and concerned co-worker, but use this person in less
dependent ways. They haN e deN eloped a good deal of direction of
their own and haN e other sources of input and support.

Conditions Affecting Advisory Functions

Advisors work in a Narietv of school settings. Much of what
they accomplish depends on what they bring tc their work in terms
of background, cm:p, and personality characteristics, but in some
cases high qualifications may not be enough for success. Sometimes
achisors w ill haN e limited success in some situations because of
conditions over they have little control. The nature of advise-
ment and the lack of positional clout or authority limit the advisor's
potential for directly changing conditions. It is therefore important
to recognize situational factors that are necessary for advisors to
work effectively.

1. Interested and supportive administrators. Principals and
other administratk c personnel can have a large effect on the possi-
!Alit% for ack isors successfully affecting teacher growth. A good
deal of power to affect the professional lk es of teachers resides in
the administrative area. Principals can act to expedite and support
the efforts of advisors or can very quietly nullify what they are
doing through w ithdraw al of support. This can happen in situations
where the ach isor is an outsider who is_sent to the school by higher
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authotit\ . Often the ad\ isor is view ed as a threat, as one who is
working on goals which the principal does not accept.

It inav be that if the work of the advisor is to be successful,
building le\ el adillinistiatois \\ill need to l Ai\ uh ed in the selec-
tion of advisots and to he in agteement with work to be accom-
plished from the outset. Advisors need to \yolk with and not around
administrative personnel. It is often v east for the advisor to
see the principal as obstructing progiess and to attempt to deal
with teachers while igmning the principal. This usually results in
a reassigned advisor.

2. An atmosphere which encourages teacher growth: There
ale schools SS Lea e the pa iuh,u v function of teachers is to implement
the cuniudum as laid down. Omit:taunt planning, iu these situa-
tions, presuibes hick textbooks ale to be used in each curricular
area, and there is a strong emphasis on seeing to it that books ha\ e
been covered bv the end of the Near. In such schools education is
equated w ith books finished. Though few schools are this prescrip-
tiv e and restrictiv e iu toms of what teachers might do in their
own classlooms, thew ale factois in school climate that sometimes
quite subth lestliet teachers flout feeling that they can try new
ideas and ways of teaching children.

Ad isors can be most useful in situations where there is an
into est in seeing the staff develop itself and where there is an
openness to new and possibl different ideas. In situations where
tills sort of climate exists the need foe an adv isor is ahead\ apparent
before he (ii she arri\ us and rather than having to establish a need
for sery ices the ad\ isor is put to work by teachers immediately.
This nay appeal to be an ideal situation and reality probably is
somew hue between it and the highly prescriptive school, but there
is no avoiding the fact that advisors are not magicians who can
make oven schools \ hem c potential for change does not exist. School
dish icts considuing gutting on the ad\ isory 'bandwagon might well
examine conditions w Rhin the schools to determine if an appro-
priate climate foe change exists before expending large amounts of
money.

3. Time. provided for advisement: Another factor which
affects potential for success of ad isors is the opportunity provided
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for them to aetuall% work with teachers in classrooms. This factor
is strongl' related to the ratio of advisors to teachers in a givenz"_
situation.

,
f here is 110 definiti% e formula for establishing an effective

advisory system. Experience and tradition of autonomy of teachers,
the aims of advisement, and the nature of practices to be undertaken
will all affect this decision. It should be apparent though that-the
decision will affect just what a single ad. isor can accomplish. If
we seek a good deal of personal contact and availability to help
teachers, then the number of teachers should be quite small,
possibly not exceeding 25. If we seek more structured advisement
and less frequency of contact, it might be larger. At some point,
though, the expenditure of funds for act isors becomes a waste of
money. When a district with 300 teachers employs one advisor, this
will likely limit the advisOr to communicating through periodic
memoranda containing a few ideas, and some large group work-
shops. That sort of process does not seem to differ much from the
traditional supervision which presently exists in many school sys-
tems, except that labels have been changed.

It should also be recognized in making decisions of this sort
that all teachers within an act isor's assigned responsibility area will
not make use of the advisor at the same time. New teachers and
experienced teachers workingon specific problems might make high
use of advisors. Use will shift as problems are solved and relation-
ships with other teachers are established. The number of teachers
an advisor is assigned can be significantly larger than the number
the advisor will be intensively dealing with at any one time. The
major concern in this area is that advisors be able to deliver on the
promise that their existence in a school district implies.

Teacher Centers and Advisories

Up to this point much of the discdssion about advisory func-
tioning has dealt with the work of individual advisors and their
responsibilities in relationship to teachers. The emphasis given to
the advisor grows out of a strong conviction that the focal point for
supporting teacher development must be the classroom and that
delivering support requires the efforts of individual professionals.
Teacher centers have evolved over this recent period with many
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of the same intentions of ach isors who work in schools directly.
They are siilai in that they aim to support teacher growth and
change. 'I'hcy pros isle a place where teachers can come to seek
ach ice, materials, communicate ith colleagues, and work on
problems. Wean% a total ad\ isors system has both elements present.
It has pelsonnd who are able to work directly with teachers and a
facility where teachers can come for a ariety of ser% ices. In many
stuations.achisors wort, out of a teacher center, using its materials
and °the staff in their dad% work, and seas ing as teacher center
consultants in after-school sessions and, on week ends. In some
ways the teacher center -can be siewed as a backup and support
sN stem for the achisor who can use its resources and direct them
to teachers.

The situation ith regard to teacher centers is very much like
roles play ed by ad% isors. There is no clear map or blueprint at this
time vith regard to s hat teacher centers do. A teacher center can
he many things. It can be an actual facility in a building or school
or it can be the name of a group of people who wish to help
teachers. It is most often a storage center for all sorts of instruc-
tional raw materials, as well as commercially prepared, materials.
It often ILLS workshop space and equipment that teachers can use
to construct materials of their avn. It also might have rooms where
teachers call meet. It can be a place with unstructured activities
that teachers ale free to isit...ond use, but more often it offers a
combination of flee use with some scheduled activities such as mini-
comses and volkshops. Often these activities are topic oriented
and will focus on helping teachers learn a specific technique.

Some sessions are directed at cultural enrichment. Some

teacher centers have established relationships with nearby univer-
sities and offer palliate credit to teachers participating in some of

their actiN Ries. In essence teacher centers have a mission which
ni oh es U.:ache' buppol t. Within limitations of budget they attempt
to delivel semces which teachers find useful. Because participation
and use of teacher centers is purely a \ ohm tary act on the part of
teachers, the sun ival and growth of the center requires that it
attempt to meet pactical felt needs of teachers. This characteristic
is part of the pionuse and problem of teacher centers. There is no
question lhat teachers for too long have lacked the services which
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teacher centers call provide, but it is also true that these centers
cannot possibly be all things to all teachers, and often they are
perceived as falling short On the promise offered.

It is of niftiest to note the lelationship betweell teaches centers
and staff ach isolY sere ices ided through advisors. I3y and large
many groups '' hick have stalled by providing ad isory SCF\ ices to
teachers Ihay e found that a" facility was necessary to fully pros ide
for teacher needs, and the cony erse has been true as well. Groups
which hay e stalted by founding teacher centers hay e often discov-
ered they must extend services thiough an adyisory, function in the
schools. It aonedis that these two entities are ' en closely related
and in fact do complement each other operationally.

Teacher mite's have dearly ey oh ed from He same group of
lA11.1CatOIS V1ho wished to transform the schools through adY isement.
Initially the idea and vision came largel from the example of
British teacher centers \Nulhing to support teachers who were under-
taking informal and actiy ity based pi ograms. American teacher

: centers initially tended to of(' teachers ways fur introducing activi-
ties and concrete materials into classrooms. Stress was placed on
helping teacher, create manipulative materials for mathematics, a

ariety of ciaft deli\ itics, writing activities, and the like. With the
passing of blue the teaches center has et oh ed into a broader con-
ception in this country . It has departed from a strictly activity

'centered wientation and has become more broadly concerned with
educational and lust' uctional imploy einents through assisting teaeli-
ers,. Though many. actiYities and crafts arc still found in such
centers, those which ale operated by school districts tend to reflect
school district concerns and will include many standardized mate-
rials and often reflect a more formal program. As happens with
many terms helt become popular in American education, the
teacher center is now a label which can mean just about anything.

In spite of their seeming popularity , teacher centers are not
without problems. Many of them in the pikate and public sectors
Rifler from lack of money cu a continuing basis. At this early stage
many teacher Lentos in both sectors hate been funded by grants
ohtain0 from goy elliniental agencies or priy ate foundations. Some
in the priy ate sector rely on short term contracts with school dis-
tricts or even teacher contributions for their existence. Teacher
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centers which al e Opel ate& by school districts hay e generally been
started with a "soft money" base. It appears that the insecurity
of teacher &liters from a financial standpoint does hay e an effect
on iheir overall quality. It affects their ability tozecruit and retain
MO quality: staff, w ho are often unw illing to commit themselves
to a situation yy here they might be unemployed a year, hence.
Financial insecurity also affects long hinge planning and a dey elop-
ing program oy er time. Planning must first await the availability'
of resources. It would appear that a major next stage for teacher
centers is to clearly show their instructional y clue, so that they can
become part of regular budgeting by public, local, state, and feder,.1
agencies.

Another problem faced In teacher centers seems to be in the
nature of their conception. No matter where the facility' is placed,
in other than highly concentrated population centers, the majority.
of teachers w ho are to be sery ed consider the teacher center to be
too far away to be really useful. In spite of the appeal they hold
for many educators it appears that the ideal teacher center can only
exist -n the building N here the indiy ideal teacher -is functioning.
The act that teachers must tray el some distance to make use of
servi, es often limits the use made by many teachers. Only those
who hay e specific concerns and are in need of help will make the
effort It would appear that one future possibility in soh ing this
problem is that, aS schools become depopulated as a consequence of
lower birth rates, empty classrooms in sonic schools might be devel-
oped as satellite or mini teacher centers. Work space and avail-
ability of materials would be a beginning.

Another prOblem that has accompanied the ,dcyclopment of
teacher centers 'is.the question of operational control. In theory,it
appears to make sense that teachers who arc to receive services
should control the teacher center through an elected board whicb
could, voice concerns of teachers and haye a hand in developing
programs reflecting teacher needs. Unfortunately few feather
centers hay e this sort of operational control. Teacher centers are
presently, controlled by school boards, educational project directors,
universities, and prig ate indiy iduals. Sonic of these have teacher
ad% ison hoards, but this exists -too infrequently. If the teacher
center movement is to bye up to its potential and in fact reflect
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needs,a philosophy of addressing teach nel eeds, there %t ill need to lie a
strong move for teAchelk to become more centralk imoked in
decision waking ,aliont their operation.

,
0% er-popularity lu,ty also be It'present problem for the idea

of teacher centers. As was pointed out abO% e, the.terin is heavily
of cruse(' and can mean almo'st am thing today . The number of
teacher centers spawned in the p'ost few %e:ars has been most impres-
sive. The ,problem with Chis.prOlifcration is that in home areas
teacher centers are in direct competition with each °titer for the
opportunit% to sett e the same popnlation of teachers. In'a period of
tight funding it appeals that this condition cinnot exist fur too long.
A natural shaking dots li of teacher centers will occur. Hopefully
the best and most useful 'will survive.

The t aclier center concept is sb poetical ,inel, useful a notion
that it sho de stilt k u and divelup in the genea mix of.cd'ucatiorud
services ro hied fo-r teachers. Then actual sun ival, howener, will
acpendiIput he/extent teachers find them to be functionally useful.
and sc ti ul ofikials see them sering purposes congruent with those
of the .1u/ols7 4

-
...

Con's llusiois About the' Advisory System

Ael isories and teacher centers arose prilliarilv to set-% c teachers
attempting to change quite diamatically the form and substance:of
their teaching. Over time they have cok ed and taken on, broader

:

functions of eaelici suppolt %%Ilia ate less tied to one 'educational
A 0 4 g . /VieWPOillt

't

Ad% isories and teacliel centers reflect a nationwide effort which
in,t be unique in .Aluta icon educational hisfUry. The effort is aimed

1 rat iniplu%ing educational/Progian
IsIP

t1 a vugli direct work with teach-
els and not through mg, nizationali,or curricular schemes which are

i 4 ...hell' ered to teachers ft r inipleputation. In, a sense this effort is
re% olutionary and quitr potent) It undoubtedly meets a long term
und often expressed need of hitchers fat specific help. .It increases
teachel autonomy through ,Cpcw .serte of professionalism and the
Rower which conies from p4unal competence anil knowledge. It
affects the sets structure of

4
the educational systems by bringing to

teachers an incleased ilumbel of alternath es for use in their class-
roollisind hers teachers useful .fillies in the change process.

ti
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In a period of limited finances 'Itn education both at the local
and federal levels the future of ad% isor% functions is unclear. Limi-
tati,ns and cutbacks in the advisor% services could come from the
fact that they appear to be too costk , or that the form of education
being pushed by officials in pow el makes them unnecessary. If the
current trend toward highl% snuctured instmetional packages and
s%Steis packages and the high degree of iutelest in computer based
education were to become the \\ e of the future, then the need for
the molving and autonomous professional would be lessened. There
would be lade need for ad% isors and teacher centers as they pres-
ently exist.- The future of advisors s% stems will depend to a great
extent (in whether we feel that we can best educate the next
generation 1)% in% esting in people w ho are the educators, or on
things which will control and prescribe for the educators.
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Beyond Accountability

Ernest R. House

Behavioral objectives. Performance contracting. State assess-
ment. 'Management by objectives. Program planning and budget-
ing, Competency -based education. Cost benefit analysis. National
assessment. Performance certification. The list is long, seemingly
endless.

All these terms signal an attempt to apply- a particular form of
rationality -a peculiar 'form if y ou willto the public schools. That
this form of rationality is deeply embedded within the fabric of
our thinking makes its assumptions seem "natural" and its conse-
quences difficult to ascertain. All these terms represent renewed
efforts to impose upon the schools a form of logic and acthity which
Sergiovanni earlier in this monograph labeled "neo-scientific
management."

Like classic "scientific management," this movement, according
to Sergio anni, is ,also primarily concerned with accountability,
control, and efficiency , but instead of this control being exercised
through close face-to-face super ision, neo-scientific management
has substituted impersonal technical control mechanisms like tests
to ensure that the teacher's tasks are being performed successfully.
Presumably the teacher's tasks are analyzed in some detail and
teachers are held responsible for these tasks; or else standards of
performance are identified, such as learning objectives for students,
and teachers are held directly responsible for the students' attaining
these objectives.

Increase of,Neo- Scientific Management
The concern with such supervisory techniques has coincided

ith the increasing power of the federal and state gm ernments

65
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is-21-v is the local school system. Both the federal and state govern-
ments are attempting to exert mole ,md inure authority ov er local
schools, and the\ ha\ e lesorted to the techniques listed above in
their struggle foi control. Iu the past, local authorities have needed
few formalized ineastn es of pc' forinanee and control since their

'access w the classrooM was immediate.
If a local teachel were ha\ ing trouble, that information would

leak back to the school board and school administration pia unhappy
parents and students. An administrator or supervisor could be
dispatched to investigate the situation and to resohe it in some
fashion. This sv stem of control operated on both formal and infor-
mal relationships and there was as little need to try to hold a teacher
responsible for his or her class's standardized test scores. The
principal knew that that particular group of youngsters in the class
had not done ery w ell last year either, and really did not expect
them test performance to be dramatically improv ed this year. The
principal had other, richer, more persodal, and more persuasive
information sources on which to rely.

This system also responded primarily to minor crises. Direct
supervision was energized only when a teacher or student was in
some trouble. It did not respond much to the teacher who was
cluing all right or to the one doing exceptionally well. These teach-
ers \WIC left alone in thcii classrooms in conformance with the
generalh accepted norms of educators. Otherwise the supervisor's
job was lather routiric. disseminate information to the teachers and
handle the great amount of clulical work. There was relatively little
disturbance in the sv stem and also little chance for improvement.
One might call this a traditional society.

With strenuous attempts by the higher levels of government
to assume more contrcl ov et education, this placid scene has been
disturbed. State !maids of education and state administrators can
hardlY use the same monitoring techniques as local schools. They
look for simple ways to exercise increased control. Test scores are
one such wav . They provide a number to grab hold of, the easiest
kind of information to grasp. Thus there is an abundance of state-
assessment schemes and arious attempts to allocate school monies
on the basis of test scores. Unfortunately, these simplistic measures
do not represent the complexity of education.
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The seizure of control over the schools by the higher govern-
ments has its.roots in several conditions. Hay ing seemed the income
tax as its base \of funding, the federal go eminent found itself with
a surplus of funds in the 60's. These funds were put into social
programs, particulnly educational programs, by the Johnson admin-

,istration, This surplus quickly dried up, however, in the funding of
the Vietnam War. Ways had to be found to hold clown such
domestic spending, a phenomenon w hich occurred in Victorian
England after the expenses of the Crimean War. In both cases
payment by test results became popular.

At the same time many minority groups expressed unhappiness
with the schools for failing to prov ide equal opportunities for their
children, especially in the inner cities. This criticism often focused
on the poor reading scores of black children in these schools. Al-
though these two forces wanted quite different endsone wanted
decreased costs and one wantcd better schoolingboth could sup-
port incentk e systems that held schools and teachers .directly
accountable for test results. Implicit in these two positions were
rather different conceptualizations of accountability. One demanded
greater productk ity by decreasing costs and the other demanded
increased responsiveness to minority groupS..

The tools for so holding the schools "accountable" were largely
management concepts derived from the business world. A concept
like PPBS was de% eloped by economists for budgetary control,
implemented in large corporations, brought to the Pentagon by
McNamara and his groupmd intentionally spread to.other agencies
of the federal .government also in the Johnson era. It has been
vigorously promoted by agencies of the federal government, many,
state goy ernmentsthd many private groups such as the chambers
of commerce in various states.

Callahan (1962) has documented how the earlier efficiency
movement was incorporated into the thinking of the nation's. school
administrators in the early part of this century . More recently, in
the type of traditional setting described earlier, the dominant type
of management orientation has been that of the human relations
expert. Since supervisors seldom directly affect teachers in the
privacy of the classroom, the best -they can do is improve the
teachers' morale and help ensure that they are happy in their work.

1+--
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It was assumed !hippie teaeliels w ill embrace the goals of the
organization more twilit% and, as Seigio% anni suggests, be more
pliable to the dheeth es of the organization. Essentiall% , howeYer,
teachers are still gi% en onl% %el% limited decision powers outside
the classroom. The% ate treated mote like human beings but often
ale objects of great paternalism. This seems to be the dominant
theme of school supervision Over the past decade.

Methods of "Accountability"
Ver% recently many' educators !lase swung to the neo-scientific

school. This reflects a shift from human relations, always used as a
means of increasing job efficiency , to a direct concern with efficiency
and control but now the control w ill be exercised by measuring the
outcomes of cliooling and allocating resources on these measures,
a type of "quality-control" operation.

Perhaps the most prominent and articulate salesman for this
approach has been Leon Lessinger. According to Lessinger, ac-
countability "promises a major and long o% erdue redeYelopment of
the management of the present educational system, including an
median! of its cottage-industry form of organization. Many believe
this can be accomplished b% making ttsc: of modern techniques
currently employed in business and industry . . . If education is
going to be able to manage its budget properly, it must devise
measurable relationships between dollars spent and results ob-
tained" ( Lessinger, 1971). Lessinger's best example to "assure the
achievement of results" is performance contracting.

Although performance contracting itself has been somewhat
discredited now because of cheating at Texarkana and lack of
results in a U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity experiment (0E0,
1972 the basic management model of specifying objectives and
meastning those objucti% es still lies behind 'leo-scientific thinking.
"At its most basic level, it means that an agent, public or private,
entering into a contractual agi cement to perform a service will-be
held answerable fur perfolining according to agreed-upon terms,
within an et, .blished time period, and with a stipulated use of
resources and performance standards" (Lessinger, 1971).

Very similar ideas.form the basis of social action in other fields
such as political science and economics. In fact, James C. March
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( 1972) suggests that modern management rests on such 'ideas.
First, individuals or groups are seen as hay ing a 'set of objectives
that they, pursue through action. The problems of social action are
seen as discovering a set of acceptable objectis es, second, finding
a set, of activities to achiev e those objectives; third, evaluating the
achiey ement of the objectis es, and modify ing future activities
better to achieve the objectives. Although this conceptualization of
decision making and of management seems "natural" tea us because
it is so embedded in our thinking, according to March it does in .

fact reflect strong cultural biases vy hich do not alway s conform to
reality and of w hick we are seldom aware. There are three key
ideas.

The first pivotal idea is the "preexistence of purpose." It
seems almost unquestionable to us that an a priori set of purposes
exists whether called "objectis es," "needs," "values," or whatever.,
Justifications for organizationalind es en personal, actions begin
with attempts to define the purpose of an organization. Iu education
this assumption of a prwri ordering of pefeences is best exemplified
in the beim\ ioral objectis es nb\ ement which Say s that one cannot
do anythingdevelop, es ablate, or w hates eruntil one has defined
the objectis es one vs ishes to aches e, and these must be made as
explicit and as specific as possible. The great majority of evaluators
and most accountability schemes demand prior explication of
objectis es, Otherw ise how w ill one know where he or she is going?
The helm\ ioral objectis es mentality has also penetrated far into
supers ision in the form of management by objectives and other
attempts to get the super\ isor to define objectives for the teacher.

The second key idea, according to March, is the "necessity of
consistency." Actions must be related to goals. In the organization,
consistency is manifested in the hierarchy of administration and
(Ain ised through coordination and control efforts emanating from
above. It is the task of administration to sue that these objectives
arcsuceessfullv pursued.

The third idea is the "primacy of rationality." As used here,
rationality means correct behavior is defined by systematically
relating consequences to objectivesa means-end relationship. This
eliminates other reasons for making choices such as intuition, tradi-
tion, or faith. Organizational action must be justified in terms of
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means and ends. Sometimes this intense pless for consistency and
iationality is useful. Rational consistency is almost sy non) mous with
our parochial definition of intelligence. But sometimes the model is
not useful but debilitating. We may hike reached such a time when
this model of decision making and hello% ing has become too in-
flexible to help us with our current problems.

It is not difficult w hen we look at this model that so shapes our
thinkingW....we serious flaws in it. For example, how often. do
pe euxistent objeeth es rcie exist? Probably no more often than
tlwv do not. People and 01101114:_i .._tions are just as often looking for
goals and purpose .es ha% ing cle.illy,kund them. What is more,
goals change, inganizations change, and 1.1c:yle change. There is
110 wa in modern management technology.to account for an
emerging goal structure ,ts opposed to a precise, Slat,ione. Yet it is
death the ease that goals ,tre sought as frequently as they are
defined. If goals continually change and emerge, how--ca we
e%aluate people and hold them accountable for consistent behavior
in line with their objectives?

Our Problem: Not "Efficiency" but Direction
At a time w hen most major Western institutions seem to be in

setious trouble, N% hat needs to be looked at. most seriously: the
,values and goals on which those organizations are based or more
effecthe and efficient methods of achiening the prespecified goals?
Unfortunately, the search I'm new and better purposes is impeded
by the I esti ictive model of consistent uttionality as applied to both
our thinking and our organizations. Our problem is not ow. of
efficienm but one of direction. Where should we be going?

Victor A. Thompson (1969) has outlined the way in which
tight intelnal pi-01;1,month% peat!) inhibits intimation and new
ideas in an organization. When the objeeth es of the organization
acre coneek eel ,es I esiding exclush ely with the owner of an orga-
nizationts III a modern empoutte bureaucracy, then any "slack" in
lesomees is regarded acs surplus belonging to the owner's profits.
Tlw logic of the corpouttion is that it be completely programmed
so that it be perfectly efficient in achieving the owner's goals. Only
those I esouoces ale expended that achieve those objectk es and any
surplus belongs to the owner. This is the extreme example of
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consistent rationality As applied to management and to supers ision.
The ultimate effect is to prohibit any innovation in the orga-

nization since all resources are fully programmed and committed
to preset goals. Since innovation requires abundant resources for
"playing around," only the (Miler has es en the capacity to innovate.
Being totally' programmed to preset goals, the organization as a
whole and the parts of the organization have no capacity for
responding to their own ens ironment. They have no capacity for
change except whatever might be mounted from a far-distant owner-
controlled center. The organization has, in fact, lost flexibility to
adjust. What the organization gains, is efficiency. It costs less to
achieve the designated goals:

Of course, the schools are not owner-controlled. Yet they too
are programmed to their tasks by has ing to handle so many students
so many hours a day. Being a public institution there is another
severe complication in defining a set of preexistent objectives: the
public is not agreed on what goals the school should achieve.
Careful analysis of goals desired by the public reY eals a great deal of
inconsistency and self-contradictory goals. Different groups want
different things. One group wants more creativity in the schools,
another wants discipline. One group wants better materials,

another wants lower taxes.
Opera mg on preexistent goal-models_ove'r the-past few years,

school people have often tried to define what Nvants_b_y,
"needs assessments." The lack of a public consensus and public
disagreement are often glossed ON er by poor measurement tech-
niques and manipulating the measurement process. In practice,
administrators sun is e 1w presenting the public with a mixed bag
of educational programs. Some programs stress traditional values
like learning the basic skills. Others stress innovation. The admin-
istrator tries to satisfy diverse audiences, including the public, by
presenting them with a diverse set of progams. Seldom, if ever,
is there a precisely defined set of objectives embraced by everyone
in a general public consensus. In fact, y alms and objectives pursued
by the school arc often in conflict with one another.

All social theory is a myth, which is not to say that all social
theory' is equally useful or good or trt, The model of modern
management that shapes our thinking perceives the goals of an.
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organization as being defined In the ow net or the organizational
elite These goals ale tiansformed,into specific objectiy es which are
then passed downward in the organization to super% isors and work-
ers who try to implement the goals. Legitimacy of goal definition
resides in the upper part of this hierarchy . The necessity to obey
resides in the dot leers and the lower supervisors. Control and
efficiency are the maim sallies imbedded in this structure. Only
those things defined by the upper elite can legitimately be pursued
and, of course, these must be pursued efficiently . This conceptuali-
zation of organization and management robs those at the lower level
of any initiative the% Ina% yy ish to exercise. Ideas do not come from
the bottom. Iu fact, there is only one set of legitimate ideas.

Communication among the ley els of the organization, the
installation of appropriate values for those in key positions in the
organization, and inotiYation for those lower in the organization
become the prime conceins iu this concept of management. The
workers are seen as primarily passis e. they must be acted upon.
So the goals and the objectiy es are defined by the organizational
elite and communicated to the losscr oiders. Human relations plays
its role in "motivating" the yy takers by making them feel that some-
one cares about them and pel haps that they hay e a "participatory"
y °ice in decisions. But the duties and prix lieges of individuals are
&tut mined by prese t rules. Relations among inch% iduals are deter-
mined by autlmitY and interdependence. Control is from the top;
yy ()Ike's has e inirusuibed areas of decision. In this organizational
concept, w ()Ikea, cannot be motk ated by intrinsic rewards from the
work process itself fur that could lead them to pursue different
directions. <

_____ In order for control to be effectis eh implemented, the workers
must lospond-to-external incentiy es in th., organization, for the
(Atonal incentk es ,tie, pre-Sinnably,ankler the control of the orga-
nizational inanagement. If the management relies_ on intrinsic
motiy ation, the %Yorke's ale much less (India their control. If the
job is too %dried, interesting, or creative, the workers may not work
as efficientlY. A wolker put suing intrinsic motiyation may proceed
in a direction entilelY his or her own. This is not legitimate in this
conception of administration and supervision.

Emile' in this monograph Sergio% anni pointed out differences
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in motivation betw ecu hygienic: and moth ation factors. Achieve-
ment, responsibilitv ind intrinsic rewaids from the work itself were
not often used as motivators in the situations reported. It is not
enough simply to have teat'aers feel.that someone cares about them
or knows their first names. Rather, they must be giv en real respon-
sibility, real decision-making authority Such a conceptualization of
organization and management entails a different conception of
control than that suggested by neu-scientific management or human
relations.

Making Organizations More Client-Centered
It may be that, if we are to hay c more responsive organizations,

organizations attuned to the needs of their clients, organizations
flexible enough to adjust to and interact with their envirom:ent,
then we need to loosen the bonds of internal consistency, preset
goals, precise management, amid ev aluation of those goals implicit

---in our current model of administration and super\ ision. We may
need patterns in schools that look for new purposes and new ideas
as opposed to trying to implement those already preset. They may
treat the child as an mergent phenomenon, each one being some-
what different and proceeding through a search process to some
unknown destination rather than requiting a precisely defined set of
content to be inculcated. in the child's mind.

March has suggested that an organization can become more
playful in a N aluable sort of «ay by treating goals as hypotheses
rather than receiv ed doctrine. This means that one might pursue
alternative goals and even experiment with goals and values that
are not entirely cleat or precisely defined. The organization could
more often treat intuition as real, put more reliance into intuition
as a way of knowingas perceiv ing the holistic situation as opposed
to relying exclusively on precisely defined but necessarily frag-
mented techniques. Decision making might be N iewed as a search
after more interesting, better goals and purposes.

Similarly, evaluation might take on new form. As March notes,
there is nothing in i formal theory of evaluation that requires that
the criterion function for evaluation be specified in advance. An
educational program can he evaluated without specify ing the degree
to which the program has achieved its a priori objectives. It is
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possible to examine the program in terms of what we now believe
to be important or CNA:II to discos er thew criteria derived from our
own experience of other sources Nhich might be used to evaluate
new programs. Scriv en's goal-free ev aluation (1973) and ,Stake's
responsh e ev aluation (1973) are strong ,tees in this direction in
the field of educational evaluation.

Responsive Evaluation

Seriven suggests that the eNaluator look for the effects of the
educational program which may hav e little to do with the pro-
giain's prior objectiv es. The effects might be much better or much
Norse than Wohat the prior objectives, would indicate. Stake's
responsi\ c ev aluation suggests that the e.:%,a1-:ation change, grow,
and dev clop along NS, ith the project. The project may be evaluated
in tei ms of emerging criteria, ind issues take on new importance
as the project itself changes and dev clops. The evaluation is

responsk e to the project itself. These are radically different con-
Leptions of eduLational evaluation and conceptions not held by the
majority of evaluators, but if schools and educational projects are
to change and grow and eN oh,e, then different evaluation pro-
Ledures than the pi imary ciiterion of internal consistency must
be applied.

Within schools one might imagine a situation in teachers
are given considerably more autonomy than that suggested by cur -
cut super isoiy, theory and pal tienlarly by current accountability

theory. One NN Mid expect the teachers to dev clop and pursue new
goals. Educational dev clopment would be v iewed more as an
evolutionary process lathe' than a deductive process from a priori
principles. This Nt Mild require a more supportive and facilitative
role for supery isors than thi: one they now play. For example,
Elliott and others in England have helped teachers researcl; the
publems of their ON11 classrooms by working together with groups
of teachers. Yet the problems are defined by the teachers them-
selv us and they learn skills entually make them students of
their own das..roonis and more autonomous as such. This exercise
of responsibility and autonomy brings into play those higher motiva-
tions suggested by Sergio% anni. At the same center in England,
the Centre for ppiied Research in Education at the University' of
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East Anglia, Barry MacDonald and his colleagues have attempted to
define a more democratic ealuation. one based on ease study
techniqu, in which the conclusions and decisions of the evaluator
are not explicit in the report but rather are made by those who
read the report.

These approaches make the oiganization considerably more
dynamic, more democratic, amid more flexible since there are many
sources of legitimacy and sources of new ideas. They reduce the
control of 4 central group. But, 'these approaches may result in less
efficiency. Again, the accountabilitv concept emphasized is that
of institutional responsiveness to the clients as opposed to greater
productivity and- efficiency in production.

As Sergiovanni notes, the curriculum-centered classroom in
which teacher influence and student influence are both low offers
little enrichment potential for either. Consider accountability
schemes which spell out in minute detail the objecti es that are to
he accomplished within the classmom_Teaches_antLstudents
little influence on wh-aniltriey shall pursue. Indeed, in many
cases even th means are delimited by the precision of the ends
int c idles. This is how neo-scientific accountability schemes are
constructed. On the other hand, in the integrated classroom, in--r
Sergiovanni's definition, both teacher influence and student hal-
enee are high in determining what shall be done and this deter-
mination need not be spelled out in advance. The deeper personality
traits of both teacher and students can come into play in such a
situation. Who could determine what these traits would be in
advance?

Toward a Collegial Type of Organization
The interaction of these personalities with the teaching mate-

rials and each other can be ev aluated but they are evaluated by
reference to v% hat is occurring in that particular situation. There
may be criteria that one vishes to, apply in most cases as the
humaneness of the classroom situation, but that will not always be
the case. This type of search and responsiveness to, the concrete
situation requires great supervisory resources. It is not cheap. It
requires more ability and more resources than mechanical ap-
proaches such as prespecify ing objectives. It is not easily automated
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or technologized, but such an apploac is not any less accountable,
than current ones. It is a different kind .of accountability, in yyIiich
the institutions are more accountable to their people.

What N% Mid an accountability scheme that did not emphasize
a priori goals ad inteinal consistency look like? Hills (1974) has
suggested that the_ cun cult overwhelming emphasis on external
controls and close supers ision as demonstrated by the current
accountability movement Lan only diminish the responsibility and
commitment of teachers and educators. Such accountability schemes
NS Mild ',educe teachers to the level of a class of employees. Accord-
ing to I lills, by fal the mole pi onlising approach to social control in
education is thioug mole complete professionalization of teachers.
The school's should 'lime to aid a collegial type of internal orga-
ni aion elt:4401c has been chalacteristic only of the unk er-
sit; . (haws heavily un orgaizational theory to illustrate that
the integrity of teachers' commitments to their task cannot be
bought or coerced.

Simil,uly, Combs (1972) sliggests that teachers cannot be held
responsible for the belay ior of theft students ,any more than one
persor can be responsible for tile behay for of anyone else. Teadiers
can lfct held accountable fo being- informed in subject uiatter They
can be held accountable folbeing concerned about the welfare of
studenis and knowledgeable about their students' behavior. They
cal' be held responsible for an understanding of human behavior,
pal titularly belay ior of did' students. Teachers can be held respon-
sible for the purposes that they try to carry out and to be aware
of purposes. Finally, teachers can be held responsible for the
methods that they use in carry ing out their own and society's pur-
poses. Teachers do not hay e to be able to guarantee outcomes;
rather they mast defend what they ate doing in a professional sense.
They must be able to withstand the professional scrutiny of their
colleagues. All these criteria bespeak a heightened degree of
professionalization.

Such a move away from neo-scientific technique's does not
mean that teachers 'a 011id not be cry aluated. Elsewhere 1 hay e indi-
cated ( House, 1974) %. hat such an eN aluation system ,Might look
like, one that portrayed the complexity of the classroom and of the
teaehe's world without subjvcting the teacher to unfair and arbi-
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trary ju Igmenk. Such a system would involve many' types of
judgme it, ratings by superiors, superk isors, p1 ineipals, peers, stu-
dents: / nit there would be no single outcome derivable from the
elms, ritather, there would be multiple outcome data. There would
be d tta on the atttiyities going on in the classroom itself. There
wot d be data from man% dillsrent sour .es,_and the data would
rel heavily on. professional judgments. Furthermore, it is impera-

e that thiskintkof data be inediated by human judgment. I would
it silt in any evaluation scheme that all this kind of data be sub-
titled to a commitite on which is represented as teacher's peers,'

supervisors parents, siNents if they are old ,enough, and perhaps
at evaluation expert. No uninber or fact should stand without the

.context and such a group' could pros ide it. All this is by way of
saying (that the school as aim iLstitution be more sensitive to
the needs of the indk idual child, and recognizing that this is not
eRsily accomplished.

4
tom .
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